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Abstract
Effect of Orifice Shape On Synthetic Jet Efficiency
by
David J. Nani, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2012
Major Professor: Dr. Barton L. Smith
Department: Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
A synthetic jet is formed by periodic oscillation of a fluid through an orifice. The oscillatory motion is driven by a diaphragm or other driver. Previous studies have demonstrated
that synthetic jet formation and time-averaged cavity pressure are a function of the orifice
shape. Traditionally, the performance of the jet is evaluated with varying configurations of
fixed driver input voltage or fixed driver displacement. Neither of these measures accurately
reflect the efficiency of the actuator. Defining efficiency as “desired output divided by required input,” these traditional measures may not account for increase in required driving
current or force.
A sharp inside edge of a synthetic jet orifice can result in separated flow and increased
momentum flux (due to the decreased flow area) for a fixed driver displacement. This can
lead one to believe that efficiency has been improved, when, in reality, much more power
was required for the driver. Acoustic power, which is the time-average of volume flow rate
through the orifice multiplied by the driving pressure, or in terms of electrical power, it
is the driver power times the efficiency of the driver, accurately accounts for the amount
of power required to drive the actuator. This study investigates the efficiency of a round
(axisymmetric) synthetic jet actuator as a function of the radius of curvature of the interior
edge of the orifice. Simultaneous particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements at the jet

iv
exit and cavity pressure measurements are used to measure the acoustic power required to
drive the jet. The resultant momentum flux of the jet is used as a measure of output of the
jet. Results are obtained for a range of displacement amplitudes (or stroke lengths) and
radii of curvature, while Reynolds number is held fixed.
(97 pages)
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Public Abstract
Effect of Orifice Shape On Synthetic Jet Efficiency
by
David J. Nani, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2012

Major Professor: Dr. Barton L. Smith
Department: Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Continuous jets are those formed by moving a supply of fluid through a nozzle, such
as in an air compressor or a pump. A synthetic jet employs the ambient fluid to drive a
flow through an orifice by cyclic or periodic oscillation. The oscillatory motion is driven
by a diaphragm or other driver and is enclosed in a sealed container (except for the orifice
leading out of the cavity in the container). A synthetic jet is formed when the flow being
expelled from the orifice develops vortex rings that are not entrained back into the orifice
during the return stroke. Previous studies have demonstrated that synthetic jet formation
and time-averaged cavity pressure are a function of the orifice shape, meaning the radius
of curvature on the edges of the orifice and not the geometric cross-section of the orifice
(i .e., circular versus rectangular). Traditionally, the performance of the jet is evaluated
with varying configurations of fixed input voltage to the driver or fixed driver displacement.
Neither of these measures accurately reflect the efficiency of the actuator. Defining efficiency
as “desired output divided by required input,” these traditional measures may not account
for increase in required driving current or force. The scope of this thesis makes the case
that flow momentum flux through the orifice is the ”desired output“ and that the work
done by the driver is the ”required input“ for a synthetic jet.

vi
A sharp inside edge relative to the driver of a synthetic jet orifice can result in increased
momentum flux for a fixed driver displacement. This can lead one to believe that efficiency
has been improved, when, in reality, much more power was required for the driver. Acoustic
power, which is the time-average of volume flow rate through the orifice multiplied by the
driving pressure, or in terms of electrical power, it is the driver power times the efficiency
of the driver, accurately accounts for the amount of power required to drive the actuator.
This study investigates the efficiency of a circular cross-section synthetic jet actuator as a
function of the radius of curvature of the interior edge of the orifice. Velocity measurements
at the orifice exit are acquired through a technique called particle image velocimetry (PIV),
and pressure measurements in the cavity between the driver and orifice are used to measure
the acoustic power required to drive the jet. The resultant momentum flux of the jet is used
as a measure of output of the jet. Results are obtained for a range of fluid displacement
amplitudes (or stroke lengths) and radii of curvature at the inside edge, while other flow
conditions such as room temperature, humidity, and maximum velocity through the orifice
are held fixed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In applications such as flow control and heat transfer, continuous jets driven by a
compressor or pump have been used widely. In more recent applications, synthetic or
“zero-net-mass-flux” (ZNMF) jets have become attractive because no external supply of
fluid is necessary; only an oscillating diaphragm or actuator drives the ambient fluid in
periodic motion. Applications of synthetic jet actuators include thrust vectoring [2], heat
transfer [3], and flow control [4].
Efficiency is a universal topic of interest and is commonly defined as “what is desired
divided by what it costs.” Momentum is typically desired in synthetic jet applications.
Traditionally, the cost of a synthetic jet has been a measure of input voltage to the driver
or displacing the driver a fixed measure of length. Due to losses in the driver system itself,
this does not accurately indicate what is required to form a synthetic jet. Synthetic jet
efficiency is a function of the orifice and cavity geometry. For instance, a larger exit width
may change the efficiency of the synthetic jet compared to a smaller exit. The scope of this
study is to determine, for a constant exit diameter, the effects a radius of curvature on the
edge of an orifice has on synthetic jet efficiency.

1.1

Definition of Terms
Parameters widely used in quantifying synthetic jets are its displacement amplitude,

Lo , and associated Reynolds number, Re. Less common is the acoustic power, Ė , dissipated
in forming the jet. The displacement amplitude, or “stroke length” it is sometimes called,
is a measure of displacement a fluid particle travels in the outward phase of a jet oscillation,
or mathematically [1, 5],
Z
Lo =

T /2

uo (t) dt.
0

(1.1)

2
Here, T is the period and inverse to the frequency of oscillation and uo is the spatial average
of the velocity over the exit as a function of time during a cycle. The Reynolds number
used to characterize the flow is a function of the orifice diameter:

Re =

Umax D
ν

(1.2)

where D is the diameter of the exit, Umax is the spatial average peak outflow velocity, and
ν is the kinematic viscosity of the working fluid.
Acoustic power is a measure of the rate of energy required to generate the synthetic
jet [6], and is defined as
1
Ė =
T

Z

T

p (t) Q (t) dt.

(1.3)

0

Here, Q(t) = uo (t)A is the volume flow rate through the orifice averaged spatially across
the exit, and A is the cross-sectional area of the orifice. This definition assumes that the
pressure across the exit plane of the jet stream is constant [5].
If p(t) and Q(t) are sinusoidal, then p(t) = |p|sin(ωt) and Q(t) = |Q|sin(ωt + θ), where
ω = 2πf , and |p| and |Q| are the magnitudes of the pressure and flow rate waveforms, respectively, and θ is the phase angle difference between the pressure and flow rate waveforms.
Substituting these into Eq. (1.3) yields the following:
1
Ė =
T

Z

T

|p|sin (ωt) |Q|sin (ωt + θ) dt.

(1.4)

0

By evaluating the integral in Eq. (1.4) and applying fundamental rules in calculus integration, the following results:


|p||Q| t
sin (2ωt + θ) T
Ė =
cos (θ) −
T
2
4ω
0
|p||Q|
Ė =
T



T
sin (2ωT + θ)
cos (θ) −
2
4ω





sin (θ)
− 0−
4ω

(1.5)

(1.6)

3
The term sin(2ωT + θ) can be simplified to be sin(4π + θ) ≈ sin(θ). Applying this and
canceling like terms in Eq. (1.6) yields:
|p||Q|
Ė =
T



T
sin (θ)
cos (θ) −
2
4ω

Ė =





sin (θ)
− 0−
4ω

|p||Q|
cos (θ)
2


=

|p||Q| T
cos (θ)
T 2

(1.7)

(1.8)

Eq. (1.8) shows that the acoustic power dissipated by the fluid at the orifice depends
on the amplitudes of the pressure and flow rate waveforms and the phase angle difference
between them. Because cos(θ = 0◦ ) = 1 and cos(θ = 90◦ ) = 0, it can be concluded that as
the phase angle between pressure and velocity increases, the acoustic power will decrease.

1.2

Literature Survey
The first description of a synthetic jet was given by Ingard and Labate [7] in 1950. Their

study revolved around circulation effects existing near the orifice of a Helmholtz resonator.
A tube topped with a steel plate with a round orifice was backed by a brass plunger to drive
the air through the orifice. Standing sound waves were introduced into the air with smoke
and a strobe light to enable flow visualization. Ingard and Labate developed four regions
of space that define what is now known as a synthetic jet. In region one, the fluid expelled
from the exit circulation was prominent and the centers of the vortex pairs form just outside
the edges of the orifice. They noted the circulation region increased with increase in sound
level intensity and the vortex pairs quickly joined together at the centerline with relatively
high velocity. Region two was seen to be a transition to turbulence, first seen settling in at
the edges of the orifice. Region three is marked by turbulence, indicating mixing of fluid
particles from one side of the orifice with the other side. A pulsating jet was formed when
the sound pulsation intensity was high enough. “Break-throughs” were observed in region
four in which every cycle of the sound wave gave a pulse.

4
1.2.1

Synthetic Jet Background

Fig. 1.1 shows a simple schematic of a synthetic jet for a round orifice and sharp edges.
The cross-stream flow profile is Gaussian, peaking at the centerline. The vortex pairs are
visible forming above the exit during a blowing phase.

Fig. 1.1: Simple schematic of a synthetic jet for a round orifice and sharp edges. The vortex
pairs are visible forming near and above the orifice. The cross-stream profile is Gaussian.
Studies of synthetic jets have largely focused on formation physics and thresholds, and
on the evolution and propagation of momentum and impulse. Smith and Glezer [8] found
each vortex pair formed at the wall of the channel or orifice and developed spanwise instability as it was ejected from the exit, and eventually transitioned to turbulence, losing
momentum, and finally losing its coherence with respect to the originating jet flow. Successive synthetic jet vortex pairs were found to have no subharmonic or pairing interactions.
Flow visualization images and phase-locked velocity measurements were acquired to better
understand the suction and blowing phases and calculate defining parameters. Their test

5
facility was a two-dimensional synthetic jet. The flow was characterized using a Reynolds
number definition based on the impulse per unit width and defining the displacement amplitude similar to Eq. (1.1).

Round Synthetic Jets
Studies have shown that synthetic jets are comparable with continuous jets in that they
have similar cross-stream velocity profiles. However, synthetic jets have a larger spreading
rate and decay faster, as found in Cater and Soria’s comparative study of an axisymmetric
synthetic jet and a continuous jet [9]. They used similar definitions of Re and displacement
amplitude to describe the flow patterns.
Schuster and Smith [10] set up a round synthetic jet experiment with a radiused orifice
(to reduce flow separation) to validate the scaling parameters developed for two-dimensional
jets applied to round jets. Displacement amplitude, Lo was found best non-dimensionalized
by the orifice diameter, and Re using a spatially averaged velocity scale. They also found
the near-field region is dominated by the vortex pair formation, and that their streamwise
behavior depended proportionally only on displacement amplitude.
Gordon et al. [11] studied the effects of introducing a cross-flow perpendicular to a
round synthetic jet’s streamwise direction. In addition, they used two flow regimes: a
synthetic jet with one trajectory (expulsion) and then with multiple tracetories. They
found single trajectory synthetic jets in cross-flow demonstrate mixing of the bulk of the
fluid outside the upstream boundary layer, and multiple trajectory synthetic jets penetrate
deeper into the cross-flow.

1.2.2

Orifice Shape Studies

Many studies of synthetic jet experiments use an exit with a sharp edge [6, 8, 9] while
others have used chamfered or radiused orifices [1,5]. Two previous papers study the effects
a radius has on synthetic jet performance, both for two-dimensional channel flow with a
width of h and the radiused edge on the outside with respect to the driver. Fugal et al. [5]
performed a numerical simulation for two radii of curvature: r/h = 0 and r/h = 1 (sharp
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and rounded, respectively). They found that the acoustic power required to drive the
flow was greater for the sharp case than the rounded case. Smith and Swift [1] acquired
experimental data for a two-dimensional synthetic jet with orifices r/h = 0.625, 0.83, and
1.67, which is displayed in Fig. 1.2. Most of Smith and Swift’s data fell to a single trend
with the exception of the large radius case (r/h = 1.67), which had more acoustic power
dissipated than the rest. Also noteworthy to their study was the behavior exhibited for
shorter displacement amplitudes, such as Lo /h = 7 and below: acoustic power dissipation
increased as Lo /h decreased passed this threshold. A possible explanation cited attributed
“jetting” behavior; the vortex pairs generated during the exhaust phase were re-ingested
during the suction phase. They also noted that this effect is not detectable in the pressure
measurements [1].

Fig. 1.2: Smith and Swift‘s [1] experimental results for a two-dimensional channel flow
synthetic jet. Shown is acoustic power normalized versus the displacement amplitude and
channel radius of curvature.

1.2.3

Minor Loss Coefficient for Steady and Oscillating Flow
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In order to understand the potential performance of a synthetic jet, it is useful to have
a quantifiable measure of the fluid-mechanical loss of the system. Similar for a bend in a
pipe, an estimate of the minor loss coefficient for a given geometry tells the designer how
to improve the efficiency of the system, as well as describes the pressure/flow relationship
in the test section.
Smith [12] studied pressure recovery for two-dimensional steady channel flow for a range
of Reynolds numbers. He found pressure recovery is a function of orifice shape and Re: that
by increasing the radius at the exit or the Reynolds number, pressure recovery improves.
For a given cavity and orifice size, the loss coefficient changes with the radius of curvature of the orifice edge. As in traditional steady internal flow, knowledge of the loss
coefficient allows one to better predict the dynamic range of the synthetic jet. Persoons
and O’Donovan [6] developed a model relating the cavity pressure amplitude, pamp , to the
orifice velocity waveform amplitude, Uamp , and validated this model by experiment on an
axisymmetric synthetic jet with a sharp edge. For non-linear damping, Persoons’ empirical
model is:

ρaUamp
=
pamp
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(1.9)

This equation takes into account the orifice and cavity geometry (A is the orifice crosssectional area, V is the cavity volume, L0 is the effective length and is the sum of the
geometric length of the channel, L, and end corrections (these account for attached flow
around the exit that increase the effective length of the channel), 2 βD, where β = 0.425 for
a sharp edged orifice and β = 0.307 for a rounded edge [13]), the frequency of oscillation, f ,
the loss coefficient of the system, K, and an estimate of the Helmholtz frequency, fo . This
expression assumes K to be constant, and was shown to be valid for a range of frequencies
up to the Helmholtz resonant frequency, then beyond up to the geometric limiting frequency
(defined to be f <

1 2πa
16 Lcav

for an axisymmetric jet, where a is the speed of sound and Lcav

is the cavity depth from orifice to driver).
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Fig 1.3 shows a depiction of the effects of rounding the inside edge of an orifice for
a synthetic jet during the suction phase. As flow enters the round channel from a sharpedged entrance, it separates and forms a vena contracta. The longer the round channel
is prior to the exit, the more likely the flow is to reattach to the channel walls. Three of
the orifices used have a channel that is more than 0.5D long. However, for the fully round
(r/D = 1.0) case, there is no straight channel making reattachment much less likely. This
effect approaches having an infinitely thin exit plane or channel.

Fig. 1.3: Diagram of the effects of rounding the inside edge, with the suction stroke being
depicted. Flow separates from the orifice at a sharp edge during suction and reattaches
in the channel (solid lines), forming a vena contracta. Three orifices in this study have a
channel before the radius of at least 0.5D. A fully rounded inside edge which has no channel,
like r/D = 1.0 (dashed lines), flow reattachment is less likely. This effect approaches an
infinitely thin exit plane or channel.

1.2.4

Jet Formation Criteria

One of the first studies investigating synthetic jet formation was by Smith and Swift [14]
for a two-dimensional channel flow test section. Given the ability to change the crossstream width while maintaining the spanwise and channel length dimensions constant, they
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acquired experimental data for a range of displacement amplitudes and Reynolds numbers.
Smith and Swift defined the formation threshold to be when the vortex pairs that form
during the blowing phase are ejected into the environment sufficiently to not be re-ingested
on the suction stroke. By using schlieren visualization to confirm jet formation, Smith and
Swift concluded for a two-dimensional synthetic jet of channel width h, jet formation occurs
at Lo /h ≈ 6 and above.
Holman et al. [15] did a follow up study to develop a threshold criterion for synthetic jet
formation. Given an exit geometry and configuration (two-dimensional or axisymmetric),
q
2
defining the Reynolds number as in Eq. (1.2) and the Stokes number to be S = 2πfνD ,
where D is the diameter of the exit, a jet is formed if
Re
> C,
S2

(1.10)

where C is a dimensionless constant. In their study, Holman et al. described the effects
orifice geometry would have on jet formation, indicating that a sharp edge on the exit orifice
will have a smaller jet formation constant, C. To say it differently, a fillet radius of curvature
will delay jet formation compared to a sharp edge [15]. The flow remains attached to a fillet
radius where it would separate for a sharp edge. Holman et al. concluded for a sharp-edged
orifice axisymmetric jet, C = 0.16.
Note that this formation threshold of a synthetic jet is dependent on the exit or outer
edge shape of the orifice with respect to the location of the driver, and not necessarily the
inner edge facing the driver. It is postulated that by adding a fillet to the inner edge reduces
the effective fluid-mechanical loss in the oscillating flow without changing the formation
threshold of the jet during the blowing phase. If this is the case, efficiency would increase
since the driver cost would be less and would not affect jet formation or momentum.

1.2.5

Momentum Flux

Fugal et al. [5] noted in his numerical study that momentum flux in a synthetic jet
decreases with downstream distance until it becomes constant, indicating there is no more
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influence of the pressure gradient near the exit. Geometry at the orifice has an influence
on momentum flux: the radius of the outer edge affects momentum. A sharp outer edge
yields more momentum flux than a rounded edge at the orifice, simply because a radius will
decelerate the flow and decrease momentum flux. Momentum flux, J, is defined as:
Z

∞

J (t) =

2πrρu2 (r, t) dr

(1.11)

−∞

where u is the streamwise velocity, which is integrated in the cross-stream direction. J(t)
is then averaged over the time duration in which the velocity measurement is sampled.
Therefore, when there is a constant supply of voltage to the driver or a fixed driver displacement, switching from a round outer edged orifice to a sharp outer edged orifice will
increase momentum. This may lead one to the false conclusion that efficiency has also
increased.
Contrasting Fugal et al.’s findings regarding the effects of an outer edge radius with
that of an inner edge radius changes the outcome. From an efficiency point of view, where
momentum is the desired output, rounding the inner edge will result in no change in momentum flux (however, this is not the case for the required input to the driver). This will
be shown in the results of this study.

1.2.6

PIV

Particle image velocimetry (PIV) has been used in most of the recent studies to measure
a velocity field. Because synthetic jets exhaust into an environment of stagnant or crossflowing ambient fluid, optical access required of PIV is obtainable typically only for the
exhaustion side of the exit plane. The cavity side needs to be otherwise sealed to allow all
mass flux to occur at the orifice, and so is more difficult to gain optical access for PIV to
yield reliable results.
PIV offers unobtrusive flow measurements of an entire velocity field at an instant in
time. PIV is also effective for a large range of length scales and mediums (solids as well as
gases and liquids) [16].
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Tracer particles, or “seed”, is introduced into the flow that can be illuminated by a laser
and visualized by a camera. The laser employs sheet optics to vary the size and depth of
the vector field. The camera and laser are double-pulsed and work synchronously to acquire
image pairs of illuminated particles that are a known length of time apart (usually called
a “dt”). Cross-correlation analysis of these image pairs compares within a user defined
interrogation window locate a tracer particle in the first image and how far it traveled, in
pixels, in the second image. Thus, having a displacement of a fluid particle and the time
elapsed yields velocity (dx/dt). The direction of displacement of the particle provides the
unit vector [16]. It is good practice in PIV acquisition to record as many image pairs as is
reasonable. Since these image pairs represent a sample of a measurement, many samples
can be averaged together and one can calculate statistical error on these quantities.
Care must be taken in selection of the dt. This value depends on the flow conditions
and camera resolution. Setting a time step too large or too small will return indiscernible
velocity vectors: too large and the tracers pass through the interrogation window too quickly
to be detected in the second image, and too small the tracer doesn’t displace enough to
produce a velocity. Although locating the proper time step is often a trial and error process,
a rule of thumb is three to four pixels of displacement in the area of most interest.
PIV inherently assumes the tracer particles introduced into the flow follow the pathlines
of a fluid particle. The particles are distributed in the flow homogeneously. The choice
of particles is important, as either the density of the particle should match that of the
ambient fluid, or the particle size should allow to follow flow accelerations (to have a low
drag coefficient; large particles will be sluggish in following accelerations in the flow, while
smaller particles will respond quicker) [16].
Interpreting PIV results into useful quantities typically requires spatial integration
over a control surface. In synthetic jets, where the flow is visualized near a wall, the line of
vectors integrated across must be chosen where the data is known to be most representative
of the flow. The flow near a wall is difficult to image due to surface finish, build up of
tracer or fluid particles, or reflections from the laser sheet. Fig. 1.4 shows PIV velocity data
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as a contour plot of streamwise velocity for a synthetic jet during the peak outflow phase.
Visible in the contour is the exit plane (orange line at the bottom), and two profile lines
(green and red). Below the contour are plots of the two velocity profile lines respective
to the associated color’s location. In Fig. 1.4 (a), the green velocity profile is an example
where many “bad” vectors are present. Fig. 1.4 (b) shows the red velocity profile line from
the contour, and demonstrates good velocity data.

1.2.7

Applications

Synthetic jets have found use in aerodynamics. Honohan et al. [17] studied interactions of a synthetic jet with cross flow. They found a synthetic jet can modify the virtual
or effective body the cross flow interacts with. Depending on the placement of the synthetic jet, flow reattachment was visualized in a smoke tunnel for flow around a cylinder
instrumented with a synthetic jet. This phenomenon has since been studied in airfoils and
automobiles. For example, flow separation is controlled on the concept car Renault Altica
to have reportedly reduced the coefficient of drag by 15% at 130 km/h supplying only 10
watts of electricity to the drivers [18].
A heat transfer experiment performed by Persoons et al. [3]. They experimented with
two drivers in separate cavities but blowing into the same environment toward a heated
plate. The actuators were progressively driven out of phase with each other. For smaller
phase angle differences, heat transfer is enhanced as one jet induces cross-flow to bring in
fresh air and the other impinges the heated plate strongly. They also found that large phase
angle differences yielded lower heat transfer rates.

1.3

Objectives and Approach
The efficiency of a synthetic jet has not been previously studied. Defining efficiency

to be “desired output divided by required input,” we suggest that acoustic power is a
strong indicator of the cost to form a synthetic jet (while the desired output is based on
the application and is typically momentum flux). The effect inner orifice curvature has
on acoustic power will be investigated for a range of displacement amplitudes and radii of
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Fig. 1.4: Velocity contour plot of a synthetic jet during peak outflow (axisymmetric, sharpedged exit). Visible here is the exit plane (orange line) of the physical outer surface that
the jet exhausts from, and two velocity profile lines (green and red). (a) shows the velocity
profile of the green line’s location, representing a “bad” location to integrate for Q. (b)
shows the velocity profile for the red line’s location, depicting a better location to integrate.
curvature, for a single Reynolds number. Additionally, the invariance of momentum flux
with inner orifice shape will be confirmed. In the course of this study, the following will be
achieved:
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• Results indicating how acoustic power and momentum flux changes with respect to
orifice shape.
• An estimation of the loss coefficient of the orifice geometry as a function of displacement amplitude.
• An estimate of the uncertainty of the results will be obtained by repeating measurements.
Preliminary data acquisition directed the parameter space chosen for this study. Reynolds
number is only used as a measure to ensure jet formation and that the jet is turbulent (or
not). The range of Lo /D is chosen to be above jet formation, as outline by Holman et al. [15],
to a sufficiently large displacement amplitude. This range is also limited by the capability
of the drivers. The range of radii of curvature is chosen to include a sharp inner edge (with
respect to the driver) to a fully rounded edge. Specifically, the parameters chosen for this
study are as follows:
• Displacement amplitudes of Lo /D = 10, 15, and 20. D, the diameter of the orifice,
was chosen to be 0.5 inches or 12.7 mm, as this made for a good balance between the
cavity size and the downstream (x/D) space to image far-field trends.
• Radii of curvature for the inner edge of the orifice are r/D = 0.0, 0.3125, 0.5, and 1.0.
The orifice thickness is equal to its diameter, D.
• Reynolds number will be held constant at Re=35000 as defined in Eq. (1.2).
Momentum flux will be calculated downstream from the jet for each of these cases.
Results will be acquired through experiment on an axisymmetric test facility measuring
velocity at the exit using phase-locked PIV and simultaneous and synchronized cavity pressure measurements. In addition, the resulting velocity and pressure measurements will be
applied to Persoons’ and O’Donovan’s empirical model [6] in Eq. (1.9) to form an estimation
of the system loss coefficient as a function of orifice geometry and displacement amplitude.
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It will be shown that the acoustic power dissipation will decrease with radius of curvature up to a threshold, after which the required acoustic power will increase rapidly. The
cause for this is attributed to the discussion surrounding Fig. 1.3. Flow entering over a
sharp edge separates and forms a vena contracta. A lack of flow reattachment in the orifice
channel before the radius during the suction phase results in a synthetic jet that is narrower
and has a higher streamwise velocity. This effectively increases the loss coefficient for the
system, and will be evident in the empirical model Persoons and O’Donovan [6] developed
in Eq. (1.9) and in the acoustic power measurements.
The next chapters will clearly lay out the experiment test facility, a discussion of the
mathematical approach to compute the measured data into meaningful quantities for this
study, a presentation of the results, and finally conclusions drawn from this study.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Methods and Procedure
A typical synthetic jet consists of a driver, orifice, and enclosure so that no ambient
flow is leaked into the cavity (thus maintaining the fundamental definition of a synthetic jet:
“zero-net-mass-flux”). Optical access across the exit and a method of seeding the flow are
required for particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements. Finally, a method of measuring cavity pressure relative the to ambient conditions is necessary while not leaking ambient
fluid into the cavity. In this experiment, the working fluid was air at room temperature.

2.1

Experiment Facility
Fig. 2.1 shows the experiment test facility designed and constructed to house two 600W

loudspeakers in series to act as drivers of the flow. An exit plane encloses the speakers and
framing to form a Helmholtz resonator. The exit plane was designed to easily switch different
round (axisymmetric) inserts with orifices of various radii of curvature. Note that only the
inner edge of the orifice facing the speaker will be rounded; the outer edge facing away from
the speakers is left sharp in all cases. The exit plane is 0.5 inches thick and the diameter of
the exit orifice is D = 0.5 inches. A piezoresistive pressure sensor indicates where the cavity
pressure measurements are taken. Because the speakers are enclosed without ventilation,
cooling is supplied to the speakers externally carefully as to not introduce leaks behind the
speakers.
Fig. 2.2 is an image taken from behind the camera of the experiment test facility.
Visible is the camera (bottom), laser (left), the exit plane (painted black, center) and the
hose (right) that mists olive oil droplets into the working fluid of the synthetic jet for PIV
imaging prior to data acquisition. In the center of the exit plane, a plastic cylindrical plug
is visible. This assisted in aligning the camera to the proper field of view. Because the
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camera viewed straight across the exit plane, images from the camera at this position could
not see the orifice itself. The black background and bagging around the facility are in place
to provide a solid dark background in the PIV images, reduce reflections from the laser or
ambient lights that may interfere with data acquisition, and trap the oil droplets in order
to allow seeding to cease prior to acquisition. During operation, the open areas visible in
Fig. 2.2 are also enclosed with bagging or, for the laser to have optical access, a clear acrylic
sheet. Dimensions from the framed enclosure to the orifice center are provided in Fig. 2.3.
Each dimension is non-dimensionalized by the exit diameter.

Fig. 2.1: A schematic of the experiment test facility. Two 600W loudspeakers set in series
sealed in an aluminum frame drive air through an interchangeable orifice (colored blue).
The exit plane and interchangeable orifice are 0.5 inches thick, and the diameter of the hole
is 0.5 inches. Note that the interchangeable exit has a rounded inside edge (with respect
to the cavity or speakers) and a sharp outside edge. The radius of the inside edge changes
for each case while the outside edge remains sharp for all cases. Cooling to the speakers
is supplied through an external source. The piezoresistive pressure sensor is set into the
cavity of interest.
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Fig. 2.2: Image of the experiment test facility. Visible in the center is the black painted exit
plane with a plastic plug in the orifice (used for aligning the camera to view straight across
the exit plane), in the bottom the Imager Intense camera with 108 mm lens, to the left the
Nd:YAG laser aimed to fire a laser sheet across the exit, and finally to the right the hose
clamped to the frame that mists olive oil droplets into the working fluid for PIV imaging.
Four orifices will be investigated: r/D = 0 (sharp edge), r/D = 0.3125, r/D = 0.5,
and r/D = 1.0. Each of these will be used for flow with three different displacement
amplitudes. LaVision’s DaVis software (version 7.2) and National Intruments LabVIEW
8.2 software will be used to acquire PIV measurements at the exit and cavity pressure
measurements, respectively. Far-field PIV measurements, with a field of view x/D ≈ 20,
demonstrate momentum effects. An Endevco 1-psi piezoresistive sensor model will read
pressure in volts and converted to units of pressure by use of a generated calibration curve,
shown in Fig. 2.6. The Endevco sensor was calibrated against a 100 Torr Baratron for
both positive and negative pressures. Fig. 2.5 shows the Baratron device, the pressure
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Fig. 2.3: Overhead schematic of the test facility, camera orientation, and frame used as the
enclosure during the experiment. Dimensions are normalized by the orifice diameter, y/D.
source, the Endevco, the sensor, and the black hose of a pump to vary the pressure in
the PVC cylinder. The voltage signal was sampled 10,000 times for a single point, and the
results averaged. To minimize non-linearity and hysteresis in the calibration, the sensor was
brought up to pressure sampling several scattered points as pressure was released (in steps,
not continuously), then the sensor was brought up to pressure again to sample more but
unique points. All of the measurements will be computed using MATLAB programming to
form the results. The MATLAB code is included in Appendix A.
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Fig. 2.4: An image from the Imager Intense camera of the plastic cylinder plug being used
to align the camera to view across the orifice.
2.2

Experiment Conditions
Data will be acquired for a turbulent flow regime (Re ≈ 35000). Table 2.1 displays

details regarding data acquisition and PIV for carrying out the experiment. Some relevant
specifications of the LaVision Imager Intense low-speed charge-couple device (CCD) camera
and New Wave Research Solo III 15 Hz Nd:YAG laser used for the PIV measurements are
provided. These conditions, unless otherwise stated, were constant for all cases in this
study.
The near-field of view in this study measured to be approximately 22mm x 16mm,
which yielded about 110 vectors across the exit. This slightly varied depending on the
orifice insert in place because the camera and laser needed to be refocused and aligned to
account for what amounts to tolerances in machining the orifice hole.
Each of the image pairs from the PIV acquisition were post-processed to remove bad
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Fig. 2.5: The 100 Torr Baratron pressure source (middle) with its acquisition control box
(top). The white PVC cylinder is sealed with tapped ports add or withdraw air (black
hose), the Endevco pressure transducer (gray cord and sensor), and a pressure outlet to
the Baratron to measure pressure in mmHg. The gray cord of the Endevco sensor is sent
to a DAQ system to sample the signal, as is the data output from the Baratron control
box. Both signals are read into a National Instruments LabVIEW program to sample each
10,000 times, average the results, and produce the mean and standard deviation.
vectors to form 150 vector fields. These averaged together for a mean vector field, which
is used as the results of this study. Note that there was no pre-processing performed
(background subtraction, for example) for these results. The dark conditions these images
were acquired in was sufficient. As shown in Table 2.1, three passes processing each image
pair, at two different interrogation window sizes, were performed to enhance the vector
results.
Phase-locked measurements in 20◦ increments were used to sample the waveforms of
this study. Using the driving frequency for the actuator to trigger the PIV system, a timing
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p = 10.743x3 + 15.382x2 + 3498x + 8.4261
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Fig. 2.6: Calibration curve of Endevco 1-psi sensor using a 100 Torr Baratron. The signal
acquired was sampled10000 times and the results averaged.
delay can then be added to sample any point in time over the period of the waveform.
Synchronized pressure and velocity measurements are critical to calculate acoustic power
dissipation. To achieve this, digitally locked function generators supplied synchronized
signals to the pressure sensor and drivers, as well as gave the trigger to the phase-locked
PIV acquisition. Fig. 2.7 shows a timing diagram that illustrates this triggering technique
used for the PIV and also the cavity pressure acquisition. For a given driving frequency
sent to the actuators (called the low frequency), another frequency generator locked to the
signal of the first but multiplied 100 times (called the high frequency) sends the driving
frequency to the Endevco pressure sensor. These signals are synchronized in sampling by
use of the “clear” digital signal that tells the pressure sensor (high frequency) and PIV (low
frequency) to begin sampling on the next step function.
Olive oil was misted into the environment over the exit plane and allowed to entrain
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into the synthetic jet cavity. This was chosen for the droplet size (≈ 4.23 × 10−6 )m and
how well these particle match the air pathlines.
Table 2.1: PIV measurement and processing details for near-field images.
Property
Camera lens
Aperature setting
Image Size
Magnification
Particle displacement
Laser sheet thickness
Seeding medium
Particle image diameter
Number of processing passes
Interrogation window size
Interrogation window overlap
Phase resolution
Time between captures, dt
Number of image pairs
Number of vectors across orifice

Value
Nikon 105mm
2.8
1376x1040 pixels
0.163
3.43 pixels
∼ 1.4mm
Misted olive oil
4.23 × 10−6 m
3
1 pass, 64x64; 2 passes, 16x16
50%
20◦
1 µs
150
≈ 110

Fig. 2.8 shows images of each of the four orifice inserts used in this study. Visible is
the inside surface and radiused edge which faces the driver when mounted in the exit plane.
Also seen is the recess lip on the perimeter of each insert, which is design to fit flush in
the exit plane during operation. The inserts and exit plane are high density polyethylene
painted flat black to reduce reflection from the laser. Each of these were machined using
solid drawings in a computer numerical control (CNC) mill. Fig. 2.9 shows an example of
one of the inserts (r/D = 1.0) created in Siemen’s Solid Edge ST3 software.
Fig. 2.10 shows an overhead (bird’s eye) view of the orifice insert in the exit plane
during a sample acquisition. Visible is the green laser sheet across the exit. The laser sheet
thickness can be estimated, as shown in Table 2.1, to be ≈1.4mm.
The measurements obtained in this study were repeated several times with the facility
axially rotated 0◦ and 90◦ . Displacement amplitude, Reynolds number, acoustic power,
and the system loss coefficient are calculated independently according to the appropriate
equation for each data set. Each of these results are then averaged with like results from
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Fig. 2.7: Diagram of the synchronized timing in using two locked function generators to
send a low frequency signal to the synthetic jet drivers and a high frequency (100 times the
low frequency) to the Endevco pressure sensor. By indicating the clear digital signal, the
high and low frequencies start to sample on the next step function in the waveform. Once
the clear signal is off, the sampling ends. This sampling domain is indicated in the diagram.
similar data sets. For example, for the sharp edge orifice, r/D = 0, each of the Lo /D = 20
cases are averaged together, including Re, acoustic power, and the loss coefficient calculated
from each data set of this same displacement amplitude and orifice, and for all rotations
of the facility. This is done to determine the repeatability of the experiment, which clearly
dominates the uncertainty.

2.3

Volume Flow Rate Calculation
Calculation of parameters characteristic to this study are performed as outlined in

Eqs. (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3). Clarification to the spatial integration of velocity across the
exit is needed for the integrand in Eq. (1.1).
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(a) r/D = 1.0

(b) r/D = 0.5

(c) r/D = 0.3125

(d) r/D = 0

Fig. 2.8: Images of the four orifice inserts in this study. Visible is inside edge (relative to the
drivers) when placed in the exit plane, the inset designed to fit flush in the exit plane, and
four holes to mount and secure the insert to the exit plane. Specifically, 2.8(a) r/D = 1.0,
2.8(b) r/D = 0.5, 2.8(c) r/D = 0.3125, and 2.8(d) r/D = 0.
2.3.1

Control Volume Definition and Integration

We assume incompressible flow for this low Mach number and therefore determine
the volume flow rate through the orifice based on a control surface that does not include
the orifice. This is necessary because it is not possible to visualize the exit plane inside
the orifice. Fig. 2.11 shows a cylindrical control volume with the stream-wise flow in the
x-direction.Volume flow rate, Q, is obtained by integration over the control volume in
Fig. 2.11. For surface 1, this occurs over the entire circular surface (2πr), as follows:
Z
Q1 (xint , t) =

D/2

2πu (xint , t) r dr.
0

(2.1)
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Fig. 2.9: Siemen’s Solid Edge ST3 part drawing example of one of the orifice inserts (r/D =
1.0). Each of the inserts were drawn and machined the same way with the exception of the
radius dimension on the inside edge. Dimensions shown are in inches.
However, the integration can be performed from r = 0 to D/2 and r = 0 to −D/2.
To be complete, both ranges are integrated and the results averaged. Changing coordinate
axes from r to y notation, and evaluating numerically, Eq. (2.1) becomes:


N
0
X
X
Q1 (xint , t) ≈ 
2πu (iint , j, t) y (j) ∆y +
2πu (iint , j, t) y (j) ∆y  /2.
j=0

(2.2)

j=−N

The location of N in Eq.(2.2) refers to where surface 2 is chosen. Note the subscript “int”
refers to the chosen x− or i−location downstream from the exit, and the summation is
across the y– or j–direction. As discussed in Section 1.2.6, it is desirable to choose this line
of velocity vectors from the processed data that is closest to the exit and yields the best
vectors.
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Fig. 2.10: Overhead image of the synthetic jet orifice with the laser sheet across the exit.
The laser sheet thickness is visible as ∼1.4 mm.
The flow through surface 2 in Fig. 2.11 is found by similar integration at both r = D/2
and r = −D/2, or y = N and y = −N , and the results are averaged together.

Z

xint

v (x, t) dx ≈ πD

Q2 (xint , t) = πD
0

"i
int
X
i=1

#
iint
X


v i, jD/2 , t ∆x /2
v i, j−D/2 , t ∆x +
i=1

(2.3)
Here, v is the velocity in the cross-stream direction normal to surface 2. Fig. 2.12 shows the
importance of accounting for both surfaces 1 and 2. For an axisymmetric jet, the outflow
is invariant regardless of the distance from the exit that surface 1 is chosen to be (on the
order of fractions of orifice diameters). However, the inflow shows significant variance when
comparing the flow through surface 1 versus surface 2. Closest to the exit, most of the flow
pass in through surface 1 and little passes through surface 2. This quickly changes just a
few hundredths of the orifice diameter downstream: more flow enters from the sides of the
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Fig. 2.11: Definition of the control volume for the integration of velocity. Stream-wise flow
occurs in the x-direction through surface 1.
control volume and proportionally less from surface 1. This is critical to account for in order
to accurately calculate acoustic power required to drive the synthetic jet, and Fugal et al.
noted this in their numerical study [5]. Finally, the volume flow rates calculated across
surfaces 1 and 2 from Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) are summed together to find the total volume
flow rate of the synthetic jet as a function of time, Qtotal (t) = Q1 + Q2 .
Fig. 2.13 shows, for each orifice studied, the velocity profiles over space and time for
one period and at x/D ≈ 0.1037 from the exit. This helps to visualize the data that is
being integrated to calculate velocity waveforms and parameters.
Noteworthy are the inflections of curvature at the peak velocity. For a rounded exit,
the inflection curves downward, while for a sharp-edged orifice the inflection curves upward.
This is a result of the flow remaining attached to the radius at the exit and decelerating,
and thus losing momentum. Lastly, visible in these plots are the points of separation from
the exit walls. For a rounded case where the flow remains attached to the wall, the profile
has about the same width as the orifice diameter. For a sharp orifice, the separation begins
at the inside edge and propagates downstream, resulting in a more narrow profile.
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Fig. 2.12: Volume flow rate over time through surfaces 1 and 2 of the control volume (see
Fig. 2.11) at progressive steps downstream of the exit, Lo /D = 15. Notice the outflow is
unaffected by the integration of the sides while the inflow is.
Also, in Fig. 2.14, profiles of the maximum outflow velocity for all orifices and displacement amplitude cases, measured approximately x/D ≈ 0.1037 from the exit, and with the
facility axially rotated 0◦ and 90◦ with respect to the camera are displayed. Axisymmetry
is demonstrated by showing the rotated profiles align well with each other.

2.3.2

Application to Parameters

For acoustic power, Ė, Qtotal (t) is multiplied by pressure, p(t), and integrated for the
entire period. By simply dividing by the cross-sectional area of the orifice (A = πr2 ), uo (t)
to calculate displacement amplitude, Lo in Eq. (1.1), is obtained, constraining integration
bounds to only the outflowing half of the synthetic jet’s period.
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2.3.3

Velocity Amplitude

Velocity amplitude, Uamp , is calculated using a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). Only
the first harmonic is used. Table 2.2 shows the velocity amplitude and its harmonics for all
of the cases in this study, organized by orifice radius. The cavity pressure and displacement
amplitude for each set is also specified, and each set is headed by a unique case number
for easy reference. Note that the final results presented are those from the average of these
data sets of similar cases, meaning parameters from Lo /D = 10 cases average together and
likewise for Lo /D = 15 and 20.
Table 2.3 shows the acoustic power dissipation results from the case in this study in
units of watts, as calculated in Eq. (1.3). Also shown for comparison is the acoustic power
calculated using Eq. (1.8) assuming sinusoidal waveforms. The agreement is fair for most
cases (< 13%), and tends to increase for lower displacement amplitudes (cf. Table 2.2).
Table 2.3 also shows the phase angle difference between the velocity and pressure waveforms
measured in this study, calculated in the DFT analysis.
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Table 2.2: Pressure and velocity harmonics from a DFT analysis and displacement amplitudes for each data set used in this study, per orifice. The 2nd – 4th harmonics are presented
as percentages of the 1st harmonic of the velocity waveform, Uamp . Pressure and velocity
amplitudes are shown in units of pascals and meters per second, respectively. A case number
and displacement amplitude are specified for organization.
#

Lo
D

pamp

Uamp

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

22.3
22.1
21.3
21.2
20.3
20.1
15.8
15.8
15.2
15.2
14.5
14.3
11.6
11.5
11.1
11.1
10.6
10.6

1792
1798
1794
1793
1792
1795
1824
1822
1824
1824
1826
1823
1899
1911
1899
1913
1914
1916

r/D
48.3
46.9
45.9
45.9
43.9
43.8
47.9
46.9
45.5
45.8
44.0
43.6
49.2
48.3
46.1
46.5
44.9
44.6

#

Lo
D

pamp

Uamp

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

20
20
19.6
18.7
14.8
14.8
14.6
13.8
10.7
10.7
10.7
10.1

993
993
993
1002
1060
1060
1057
1055
1206
1209
1205
1207

r/D
42.8
43.0
42.6
42.3
44.1
44.0
43.8
43.4
46.4
46.3
46.5
45.8

2nd
(%)
= 1.0
18.2
18.8
13.9
14.4
14.6
13.9
15.0
15.4
12.1
12.9
13.4
12.4
12.6
12.6
10.2
10.1
9.8
9.6
2nd
(%)
= 0.5
9.1
9.1
6.8
6.1
7.5
7.7
5.5
5.1
6.0
5.8
4.5
4.4

3rd
(%)

4th
(%)

#

Lo
D

pamp

2nd
(%)
r/D = 0.3125
46.1
10.8
45.6
12.1
46.1
11.1
44.1
11.6
45.1
10.9
43.4
10.8
45.8
10.3
45.3
11.0
45.9
9.6
44.0
10.5
45.1
9.5
44.0
10.5
46.9
8.1
46.3
7.3
46.3
9.5
45.2
7.7
44.8
9.2
44.6
9.0

10.4
10.0
12.9
12.9
13.0
13.5
11.9
11.9
13.6
13.5
13.2
13.8
13.6
13.5
15.0
14.8
14.7
14.8

7.7
8.1
7.4
7.2
7.1
6.6
6.1
6.0
5.5
5.9
5.7
5.3
5.7
5.8
3.5
3.9
3.3
3.6

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

22.1
21.9
21.3
20.6
20.6
20.5
16.0
15.8
15.6
15.2
15.2
15.1
10.8
10.6
10.3
10.0
9.9
9.8

1383
1383
1384
1384
1384
1383
1419
1410
1418
1420
1420
1420
1543
1543
1541
1542
1545
1542

3rd
(%)

4th
(%)

#

Lo
D

pamp

Uamp

12.9
12.8
12.9
12.8
13.6
13.6
13.7
14.3
12.7
13.0
12.9
14.0

1.6
1.6
1.4
1.4
2.9
3.2
3.4
3.2
3.7
4.1
3.9
4.1

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

21.7
21.3
21.2
20.4
20.3
15.8
15.2
15.1
14.8
14.7
10.7
10.5
10.5
10.3
10.3

1477
1479
1478
1479
1477
1523
1525
1523
1522
1522
1664
1662
1648
1661
1662

r/D
47.1
46.7
46.3
44.2
44.0
46.9
46.3
46.0
44.4
44.5
47.5
46.3
46.4
45.2
45.3

Uamp

2nd
(%)
=0
4.0
5.4
5.0
5.4
5.7
2.1
4.5
4.3
4.7
4.3
2.5
5.0
5.0
4.0
4.0

3rd
(%)

4th
(%)

12.6
12.3
11.5
12.5
11.8
12.4
12.2
12.4
12.2
12.3
12.2
12.3
11.7
11.4
11.2
12.4
11.8
11.9

3.0
3.3
3.0
3.2
3.1
2.8
3.3
4.0
4.1
3.4
4.2
3.4
2.6
2.6
1.7
1.8
1.8
1.8

3rd
(%)

4th
(%)

11.7
12.4
12.7
12.7
12.5
12.2
12.5
12.4
12.4
12.6
9.3
9.7
9.3
9.5
9.5

1.3
1.9
1.9
1.8
1.6
0.6
1.3
1.3
1.1
1.1
0.8
1.5
1.5
1.3
1.1
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Table 2.3: Calculation of acoustic power by integration, as per Eq.(1.3), compared to that
of assuming sinusoidal waveforms derived in Eq. (1.8), each in units of watts. The phase
angle difference between the pressure and velocity waveforms is also shown in degrees. The
case numbers are matched with those in Table 2.2.
#

Ė (W)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

5.2
5.1
4.9
4.9
4.7
4.8
5.1
5.0
4.8
4.9
4.7
4.7
4.9
4.7
4.7
4.6
4.5
4.6

#

Ė (W)

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

2.3
2.4
2.3
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.5
2.5
2.6
2.5

Ėsine (W)
r/D = 1.0
5.0
4.9
4.6
4.6
4.4
4.6
4.7
4.7
4.5
4.5
4.3
4.3
4.6
4.4
4.4
4.3
4.2
4.3

θ (deg)

#

Ė (W)

26.6
26.1
29.0
29.5
28.9
24.7
33.5
31.7
33.0
32.7
33.9
31.8
39.4
42.2
38.7
41.4
41.3
39.3

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

3.5
3.4
3.6
3.4
3.4
3.3
3.5
3.5
3.4
3.2
3.3
3.2
3.3
3.2
3.3
3.3
3.2
3.1

Ėsine (W)
r/D = 1.0
2.2
2.2
2.1
2.2
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.3
2.2

θ (deg)

#

Ė (W)

35.1
35.0
36.7
34.0
43.6
43.5
43.3
41.8
52.2
52.0
49.7
51.4

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

3.7
3.7
3.7
3.5
3.5
3.7
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.4
3.5
3.3
3.4
3.2
3.2

Ėsine (W) θ (deg)
r/D = 0.3125
3.3
36.0
3.2
37.0
3.4
33.9
3.1
35.5
3.2
36.6
3.1
35.0
3.2
39.5
3.2
38.1
3.1
40.7
2.9
42.3
2.9
43.5
2.9
42.4
3.0
49.3
2.9
50.5
2.9
50.8
2.8
50.0
2.7
51.5
2.7
51.5
Ėsine (W) θ (deg)
r/D = 0.3125
3.3
37.4
3.4
35.4
3.4
35.4
3.2
34.9
3.2
34.8
3.2
41.5
3.1
43.2
3.1
43.0
3.1
40.7
3.0
41.9
3.0
50.4
2.9
51.9
3.0
49.5
2.8
52.2
2.8
52.3
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0.000
0.058

0.117
0.176

0.235
0.294

0.352
0.411

0.470
0.529

0.588
0.647

0.705
0.764

0.823
0.882

0.941
1.000

Velocity, uo (t) (m/s)

60
40
20
0
−20
−40
(a) r/D = 1.0, Case # 10

(b) r/D = 0.5, Case # 41

Velocity, uo (t) (m/s)
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40
20
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−1
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(c) r/D = 0.3125, Case # 25
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(d) r/D = 0, Case # 54

Fig. 2.13: Velocity profiles for Lo /D ≈ 15 and x/D ≈ 0.1037 from the exit over space
and the time of one period, for (a) r/D = 1.0 Case # 10, (b) r/D = 0.5 Case # 41, (c)
r/D = 0.3125 Case # 25, and (d) r/D = 0 Case # 54. Case numbers refer to those in
Table 2.2.
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(a) r/D = 1.0, Case # 10

(b) r/D = 0.5, Case # 41
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Fig. 2.14: Velocity profiles x/D ≈ 0.1037 for peak outflow with the test facility rotated
axially 0◦ (solid lines) and 90◦ (dashed lines), demonstrating axisymmetry (Re=35000), for
(a) r/D = 1.0 Case # 10, (b) r/D = 0.5 Case # 41, (c) r/D = 0.3125 Case # 25, and (d)
r/D = 0 Case # 54. Case numbers refer to those in Table 2.2
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Chapter 3
Results
The results of the experiment are presented and discussed. Velocity and pressure waveforms are presented versus time comparing trends according to orifice shape and displacement amplitude. The effect of acoustic power is seen by plotting against other parameters
in this study and observing trends. Momentum flux will be plotted against displacement
amplitude and orifice shape,to demonstrate that it is not affected by the inner orifice radius.

3.1

Velocity and Pressure
Fig. 3.1 shows the relationship between spatially averaged velocity and cavity pres-

sure over one period, and for each orifice (shown for a constant displacement amplitude of
Lo /D = 15). Pressure also leads in phase to velocity. Acoustic power is also impacted by
the phase angle relationship between velocity and pressure. As the phase angle difference
increases to 90◦ , acoustic power will decrease. This is clear from the definition of acoustic
power in Eq. (1.3).
While the velocity waveforms are consistent with each other for each orifice, the pressure
amplitude is monotonic with orifice shape and is largest for the most rounded case (r/D =
1.0). The trend in the pressure amplitudes and phase angle relationships of pressure and
velocity foreshadow important results: the most rounded orifice case (r/D = 1.0) requires
the largest pressure amplitude, while those following in decreasing order are the sharpest
case (r/D = 0) to r/D = 0.5. This trend is also seen in the acoustic power results discussed
below (cf. Fig. 3.6).
Fig. 3.2 shows the spatially averaged velocity and cavity pressure waveforms of each
displacement amplitude studied for each respective orifice. Visible in the radiused cases
during the inflow phase is a “hitch” in the waveform near t/T = 0.1. Repeated, careful tests
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Fig. 3.1: For Lo /D = 15, velocity (solid lines) and cavity pressure (dashed lines) versus
time for each orifice.
reveal that this is not an error in data acquisition. This phenomenon is most pronounced for
the rounded cases and is ambient of the vortices forming at the radiused edge and finally
separating into the environment. The greater the radius, the longer the vortices remain
attached, and therefore the more pronounced this will be. This “hitch” may have been
visible in the outflow data as well if it were also radiused. However, a sudden change in
the relationship between pressure and the flow (in other words, the loss coefficient, K) is a
result of the vortex leaving the exit plane. This same phenomenon was observed by Smith
and Glezer [8] in the velocity waveforms near the exit.
These pressure-velocity plots also foreshadow an independence (or weak function) displacement amplitude has for each respective orifice. The pressure and velocity waveforms
for a given orifice are all reasonably consistent with each other, suggesting the range of
displacement amplitudes shown does not impact the phase angle relationship or amplitudes
of the waveforms, and therefore acoustic power. Note this is likely due to the way Re is
defined for this study. Care in interpreting these results should be taken if using a different
Re choice.
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3.2

Velocity Scales
The process of finding uo (t) can be simplified quickly if the centerline velocity could be

assumed to be indicative of the average, that is, let uo (r = 0, t) = uo (t). This introduces
a level of error into the results, but makes a quick rough estimation of the synthetic jet’s
characteristic parameters, namely displacement amplitude, Reynolds number, and acoustic
power dissipation. Using the centerline velocity is often done for two-dimensional synthetic
jets.
Fig. 3.3 shows both spatially averaged and centerline velocity waveforms for each orifice.
The zero crossing of each waveform is in good agreement, and the hitch which appears in
the radiused cases is also visible (see Fig. 3.2). However, a fairly consistent trend in the
deviation of centerline appears at the peaks of the waveforms. This is most prominent in
Fig. 3.3(a) and (d) at the peak outflow. This error has the largest impact on the calculation
of acoustic power for being integrated over the entire waveform. In Appendix B, Figs. B.1
and B.2 show this, as the r/D = 0 and r/D = 1.0 cases are visibly different from the
integrated results in Figs. 3.4 and 3.6. For most applications, the centerline velocity will
introduce more error than any benefit of simplicity has to offer.

3.3

Acoustic Power
The experimental results indicate that acoustic power required for the formation of the

synthetic jet is a strong function of orifice shape and a weak function of displacement amplitude. Each of these are observed below. Dimensional analysis yields that acoustic power
3 , while displacement
can be normalized using the velocity waveform amplitude, ρAUamp

amplitude and radius of curvature are normalized by the orifice diameter, D.
Referring to Figs. 3.1 and 3.2, the outflow portion of the velocity waveform is noticeably
asymmetric with respect to the inflow portion–the outflow peak is larger and the outflow
period is slightly shorter than the inflow curve. If the waveform was perfectly sinusoidal,
the peak outflow, defined as Umax = Lo πf , could be used for normalizing Ė. Because the
waveforms in this study are asymmetric, Uamp is used to normalize acoustic power. Since the
present work is for a fixed Re based on Umax , Ė[W] will show the same trends as Ė/ρAU 3
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if the correct velocity scale is chosen.

3.3.1

Displacement Amplitude Dependence

Fig. 3.4 shows each displacement amplitude case plotted against the measured acoustic power, for each radiused orifice. According to these results, acoustic power increases
monotonically with displacement amplitude. However, according to previous work [1, 5],
this increasing trend is more visible with a larger range of stoke lengths (3 < Lo /D < 40).
It can be seen that, with the exception of r/D = 1.0, less acoustic power is required as
the orifice edge becomes more rounded. This matches what one would expect based on a
steady flow minor loss factor data [19].
For oscillating flow, the physics involved are more complicated. The experimental
results show the largest radius, r/D = 1.0, also has the largest acoustic power requirement–
even compared to the sharp case (r/D = 0). This deviation compared to the trend of the
other orifices demonstrates a threshold exists; too much rounding at the orifice exit will
inhibit the flow more than aid it. This becomes more obvious in the next section.

3.3.2

Orifice Radius Dependence

Fig. 3.6 clearly shows the dependence acoustic power has on orifice shape for each
displacement amplitude measured. From an efficiency standpoint assuming that the output
of these cases is the same, the experimental data shows r/D = 0.5 is the optimal radius,
while r/D = 1.0, the most rounded case, is the least efficient. The likely explanation for the
observed effects are attributed to the length of channel leading to the radius edge during the
suction phase. When the flow separates across the sharp edge and forms the vena contracta,
the channel length in three of the orifice shapes studied (r/D = 0−0.5) was sufficiently long
for the flow to reattach to the channel walls and the following radius. For the r/D = 1.0
case, there is no channel length leading to the radius, making reattachment less likely. This
results in a narrow, high velocity profile, and effectively increases the losses in the system.
Fig. 3.5 shows two cases side by side at the same instant in time: r/D = 1.0 on
the left and r/D = 0.5 on the right. For visualization, the exit plane on the test facility
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was inverted to show the radius side outward from the drivers and the same displacement
amplitudes repeated. The vortices are formed and ejecting for the r/D = 1.0 case where
they would have been attached had the channel length been sufficiently long, as is the case
for r/D = 0.5, which had the shortest channel length of 0.5D, except r/D = 1.0 which had
no channel length.
As noted above, the velocity scaling for normalizing acoustic power is fairly irrelevant
to the trends observed. Fig. 3.6(a) shows the normalized results while Fig. 3.6(b) is not
normalized. The trend is similar in both plots: acoustic power will decrease from a sharp
inner edge to a rounded one, until suddenly increasing. This is also observed in Fig. 3.1 in
the cavity pressure waveforms. With the exception of r/D = 1.0, the waveform amplitudes
decrease monotonically form sharpest to roundest.
The uncertainty bands are from statistical analyses from the repeatability of each case
3 , simply because any error in
studied. These bands are larger when normalizing Ė by Uamp

velocity is propagated larger.

3.3.3

Loss Coefficient

Since p ∼ KU 2 and Ė ∼ pU , the loss coefficient, K, for a synthetic jet is expected to
have a similar trend as acoustic power with respect to the parameters of this study. K is
calculated using the empirical equation derived by Persoons and O‘Donovan [6]. Eq. (1.9) is
solved for K using the geometric parameters of the experiment facility, the cavity pressure,
and exit velocity amplitudes as input. Fig. 3.7 shows the loss coefficient plotted against
displacement amplitude and orifice shape. Not surprising, the results are very similar to
those of acoustic power.
This level of agreement in the trends observed indicate a correlation that can be examined in future studies or used as a crude estimate of one with knowledge of the other.

3.4

Momentum Flux
Far-field measurements were acquired using PIV and using the cavity pressure ampli-

tude to most cases, and the results plotted against displacement amplitude for each orifice
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in Fig. 3.8. Momentum flux is normalized by

πD2
2
2 ρUmax ,

which represents the case for a

top-hat velocity profile and sinusoidal flow [5].
For any synthetic jet, momentum decreases downstream of the exit fairly rapidly [5].
However, these results indicate inner orifice shape does not influence momentum flux for
fixed Lo /D and Re. Since momentum is typically desired in synthetic jet applications, this
allows freedom in the design of the inner edge of the orifice. Acoustic power, therefore, is
the primary constraint of efficiency to be considered with respect to the inner orifice shape.
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Fig. 3.2: Velocity waveforms averaged spatially across the exit (solid lines), in units of
meters per second, and cavity pressure waveforms (dashed lines, in pascals) versus time
over one period for each displacement amplitude studied; (a) r/D = 1.0, (b) r/D = 0.5, (c)
r/D = 0.3125, and (d) r/D = 0.
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Fig. 3.3: Velocity waveforms comparing the centerline velocity component (dashed lines)
with the spatially averaged waveform (solid lines), in units of meters per second, versus time
over one period for each displacement amplitude studied; (a) r/D = 1.0, (b) r/D = 0.5, (c)
r/D = 0.3125, and (d) r/D = 0.
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Fig. 3.4: Normalized acoustic power versus dimensionless displacement amplitude for each
orifice investigated. With the exception of r/D = 1.0, less acoustic power is required as the
orifice becomes more radiused (Re = 35000).
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Fig. 3.5: Vortices exiting the rounded outer edge of the orifice for r/D = 1.0 (left) and
r/D = 0.5 (right) at the same instant in time. The vortices on the right have already
separated from the orifice when they should have remained attached, as in r/D = 0.5 on
the right. This is a result of the flow reattaching to the orifice walls in the channel leading
up to the radius (or lack thereof). Because there was no channel length for the r/D = 1.0
orifice, there is no flow reattachment yielding a narrower and higher velocity profile and
more losses for the system.
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Fig. 3.6: Acoustic power (a) normalized by Uamp , and (b) not normalized at all, against each
orifice investigated. The trends are very similar, indicating independence of the velocity
scale chosen to normalize this parameter. The threshold where adding a larger radius no
longer decreases acoustic power is apparent (Re = 35000).
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Fig. 3.7: The loss coefficient of the axisymmetric synthetic jet observed plotted against (a)
displacement amplitude, and (b) radius of curvature. The trends observed are completely
analogous to those of acoustic power (see Figs. 3.4 and 3.6).
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Fig. 3.8: Momentum flux for two fixed locations downstream of the exit, x/D = 10 (solid
marks), and x/D = 20 (open marks), plotted against displacement amplitude of each orifice
studied. Momentum flux is normalized by the maximum outflow velocity for each respective
case. (Re=35000).
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and Future Work
An experiment to investigate the effects of orifice shape on synthetic jet performance
was successfully designed and performed. Phase-locked PIV and synchronized cavity pressure measurements of a turbulent axisymmetric synthetic jet were acquired to compute
characteristic parameters of a synthetic jet, namely the displacement amplitude, Reynolds
number, acoustic power, momentum flux, and loss coefficient. Comparing these parameters
to the orifices of various radii of curvature of the inner lip yield distinct results.

4.1

Summary of Results and Recommendations
• Acoustic power dissipation is a strong function of orifice shape and a weak function
of displacement amplitude. In particular, the acoustic power measurement lessened
in going from a sharp edge to a rounded edge until a threshold between r/D = 0.5
and r/D = 1.0. At r/D = 1.0, the largest radius in this study, the acoustic power
increased to be the largest observed. This was due to the lack of flow reattachment
during the suction phase as the flow passed over a sharp outside edge. The channel
length in the orifice leading up to the radius for the r/D = 0 − 0.5 cases was sufficient
to allow reattachment, however there was no channel length leading to the radius of
the r/D = 1.0 orifice. The lack of reattachment yields a narrow and high velocity
profile which in turn increases the losses of the system.
• The minor loss coefficient calculated using Persoons and O‘Donovan’s empirical formula yielded very similar trends compared to acoustic power, and can be an indication
of the same phenomenon observed in rounding the inner lip of the orifice. This agreement validates the use of acoustic power as an indicator of driver requirement. This
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may suggest design parameters for a radiused exit can focus on minimizing this parameter.
• Momentum flux downstream of the exit is independent of displacement amplitude and
inner edge orifice shape. This allows design freedom in the choice of radius for the
inside edge of the orifice.
In the application of synthetic jets, these results show acoustic power is a strong indication of driver requirements. For this study, efficiency of the synthetic jet is improved by
rounding the inside edge of the orifice up to r/D = 0.5.

4.2

Future Work
The orifice channel lengths leading up to the radius edge should all be consistent for

future experiments. Repeating this study with a fixed channel length would likely show
that acoustic power dissipation decreases with a larger radius at the inner edge of the
orifice. Furthermore, this study can be broadened by increasing the range of displacement
amplitude investigated to include those nearer jet formation (Lo /D ≈ 3).
Repeating this study for more radii of curvature at the inner lip between r/D = 0.5
and r/D = 1.0 and larger would improve the knowledge base and trends regarding this
studies objectives. Such results may provide a more precise correlation between acoustic
power and the loss coefficient, and allow one to predict one with knowledge of the other if
it were important.
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Appendix A
MATLAB Code
The following MATLAB R2011b code was used to compute all parameters in this study.
Included is an example of the main driver and functions for one of the orifice cases, namely
r/D = 1.0, or called ”Full“. The other orifices studied have the same programs but named
slightly different for the respective case.
Main driver program:
% David Nani
% Synthetic Jet MATLAB program
% runs all PIV vector fields, calls function AnalyzeVelocity, writes
% textfiles, plots figures.
% Spring 2012

close all
clear all
warning off
tic
repeat = {’Take 1’,’Take 2’,’Take 3’};
turn = {’FrontFacing’,’Rotated’};
freq = [60 80 120];
dia = .0128;
Helm = 38.51;
beta = .366;
lines = 15;
linewanted = 10;
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Lo_D = zeros(6,3);Lo_DCenter = zeros(6,3);Re_D = zeros(6,3);Re_Damp = zeros(6,3);Edot =
Uamp = zeros(18,4);Pamp = zeros(18,4);theta = zeros(6,3);P_tavg = zeros(6,3);
amps = 1;
for r = 1:3
count = 1;
for t = 1:2
for f = 1:3
%path = [repeat{r},’\’,turn{t},’\’,num2str(freq(f)),’\’];
if(strcmp(turn{t},’FrontFacing’))
x = [25 25 20;138 138 147];
y = [57 57 53;56 56 53];
Vname = [’Full’,num2str(freq(f)),’_’];
else
x = [27 27 18;140 140 145];
y = [58 58 51;56 56 51];
Vname = [’FullRotated’,num2str(freq(f)),’_’];
end

% [Results] = AnalyzeVelocity(path,Vname,f,COL,ROW,a,b,numfiles,numcv,poswav

[Results] = AnalyzeVelocity(repeat{r},turn{t},Vname,freq(f),Helm,beta,172,13
Lo_D(count,r) = Results.Lo_D(linewanted);
Lo_DCenter(count,r) = Results.Lo_Dcenter(linewanted);
Re_D(count,r) = Results.Re_D(linewanted);
Re_Damp(count,r) = Results.Re_Damp(linewanted);
Edot(count,r) = Results.Edot(linewanted);
Edot_norm(count,r) = Results.Edot_dim(linewanted);
Edot_normCenter(count,r) = Results.Edot_dimCenter(linewanted);
Edot_sin(count,r) = Results.Edot_sin(linewanted);
K(count,r) = Results.K(linewanted);
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Uamp(amps,:) = Results.Vamp(linewanted,:);
Pamp(amps,:) = Results.Pamp;
P_tavg(count,r) = Results.P_tavg;
theta(count,r) = Results.theta(linewanted);
count = count + 1;
amps = amps + 1;

if((r==1 || r==2) && t==1)
%fprintf(’FarFields go....f=%d, %s\n’,freq(f),repeat{r})
destination = [repeat{r},’\FarField\’];

[J1(f,r) J10(f,r) J20(f,r)] = FarFieldProfiles(destination,’Full’,freq(f)
end

end
end
end

LoReEdot = fopen(’!FullLoDReEdotK.txt’,’w’);
fprintf(LoReEdot,’Lo/D

Lo/Dcenter

Re_D

Edot/norm

Edot/normCenter

K\

Udft = fopen(’!FullUdftHarmonics.txt’,’w’);
Pdft = fopen(’!FullPdftHarmonics.txt’,’w’);
Ptime = fopen(’!FullPtimeaverage.txt’,’w’);
fprintf(Ptime,’Lo/D

P_timeaverage\r\n’);

sinusoid = fopen(’!FullSinusoids.txt’,’w’);
count = 1;
for r = 1:size(Lo_D,2)
for i = 1:size(Lo_D,1)

fprintf(LoReEdot,’%.4f %9.4f %12.0f %12.5f %12.5f %15.4f\r\n’,Lo_D(i,r),Lo_DCent
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fprintf(Udft,’%.1f %.1f %.1f %.1f %.1f\r\n’,Lo_D(i,r),Uamp(count,:));
fprintf(Pdft,’%.1f %.1f %.1f %.1f %.1f\r\n’,Lo_D(i,r),Pamp(count,:));
fprintf(Ptime,’%.2f %9.2f\r\n’,Lo_D(i,r),P_tavg(i,r));

fprintf(sinusoid,’%.1f %.4f %.4f %.4f\r\n’,Lo_D(i,r),Edot(i,r),Edot_sin(i,r),the
count = count+1;
end
end
fclose(LoReEdot);
fclose(Udft);
fclose(Pdft);
fclose(Ptime);
fclose(sinusoid);

C = .975;

K20 = [K(1,:) K(4,:)];
K20 = K20(K20~=0);
K15 = [K(2,:) K(5,:)];
K15 = K15(K15~=0);
K10 = [K(3,:) K(6,:)];
K10 = K10(K10~=0);
Kavg = [mean(K20);mean(K15);mean(K10(K10~=0))];
Kstd = tinv(C,length(K20)-1)*[std(K20);std(K15);std(K10)]/sqrt(length(K20));

Lo_D20 = [Lo_D(1,:) Lo_D(4,:)];
Lo_D20 = Lo_D20(Lo_D20~=0);
Lo_D15 = [Lo_D(2,:) Lo_D(5,:)];
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Lo_D15 = Lo_D15(Lo_D15~=0);
Lo_D10 = [Lo_D(3,:) Lo_D(6,:)];
Lo_D10 = Lo_D10(Lo_D10~=0);
Lo_Davg = [mean(Lo_D20);mean(Lo_D15);mean(Lo_D10)];

Lo_Dstd = tinv(C,length(Lo_D20)-1)*[std(Lo_D20);std(Lo_D15);std(Lo_D10)]/sqrt(length(Lo_

Lo_DCenter20 = [Lo_DCenter(1,:) Lo_DCenter(4,:)];
Lo_DCenter20 = Lo_DCenter20(Lo_DCenter20~=0);
Lo_DCenter15 = [Lo_DCenter(2,:) Lo_DCenter(5,:)];
Lo_DCenter15 = Lo_DCenter15(Lo_DCenter15~=0);
Lo_DCenter10 = [Lo_DCenter(3,:) Lo_DCenter(6,:)];
Lo_DCenter10 = Lo_DCenter10(Lo_DCenter10~=0);
Lo_DCenteravg = [mean(Lo_DCenter20);mean(Lo_DCenter15);mean(Lo_DCenter10)];

Lo_DCenterstd = tinv(C,length(Lo_DCenter20)-1)*[std(Lo_DCenter20);std(Lo_DCenter15);std(

Re_D20 = [Re_D(1,:) Re_D(4,:)];
Re_D20 = Re_D20(Re_D20~=0);
Re_D15 = [Re_D(2,:) Re_D(5,:)];
Re_D15 = Re_D15(Re_D15~=0);
Re_D10 = [Re_D(3,:) Re_D(6,:)];
Re_D10 = Re_D10(Re_D10~=0);
Re_Davg = [mean(Re_D20);mean(Re_D15);mean(Re_D10)];

Re_Dstd = tinv(C,length(Re_D20)-1)*[std(Re_D20);std(Re_D15);std(Re_D10)]/sqrt(length(Re_

Re_Damp20 = [Re_Damp(1,:) Re_Damp(4,:)];
Re_Damp20 = Re_Damp20(Re_Damp20~=0);
Re_Damp15 = [Re_Damp(2,:) Re_Damp(5,:)];
Re_Damp15 = Re_Damp15(Re_Damp15~=0);
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Re_Damp10 = [Re_Damp(3,:) Re_Damp(6,:)];
Re_Damp10 = Re_Damp10(Re_Damp10~=0);
Re_Dampavg = [mean(Re_Damp20);mean(Re_Damp15);mean(Re_Damp10)];

Re_Dampstd = tinv(C,length(Re_Damp20)-1)*[std(Re_Damp20);std(Re_Damp15);std(Re_Damp10)]/

Edot20 = [Edot(1,:) Edot(4,:)];
Edot20 = Edot20(Edot20~=0);
Edot15 = [Edot(2,:) Edot(5,:)];
Edot15 = Edot15(Edot15~=0);
Edot10 = [Edot(3,:) Edot(6,:)];
Edot10 = Edot10(Edot10~=0);
Edotavg = [mean(Edot20);mean(Edot15);mean(Edot10)];

Edotstd = tinv(C,length(Edot20)-1)*[std(Edot20);std(Edot15);std(Edot10)]/sqrt(length(Edo

Edot_norm20 = [Edot_norm(1,:) Edot_norm(4,:)];
Edot_norm20 = Edot_norm20(Edot_norm20~=0);
Edot_norm15 = [Edot_norm(2,:) Edot_norm(5,:)];
Edot_norm15 = Edot_norm15(Edot_norm15~=0);
Edot_norm10 = [Edot_norm(3,:) Edot_norm(6,:)];
Edot_norm10 = Edot_norm10(Edot_norm10~=0);
Edot_normavg = [mean(Edot_norm20);mean(Edot_norm15);mean(Edot_norm10)];

Edot_normstd = tinv(C,length(Edot_norm20)-1)*[std(Edot_norm20);std(Edot_norm15);std(Edot

Edot_normCenter20 = [Edot_normCenter(1,:) Edot_normCenter(4,:)];
Edot_normCenter20 = Edot_normCenter20(Edot_normCenter20~=0);
Edot_normCenter15 = [Edot_normCenter(2,:) Edot_normCenter(5,:)];
Edot_normCenter15 = Edot_normCenter15(Edot_normCenter15~=0);
Edot_normCenter10 = [Edot_normCenter(3,:) Edot_normCenter(6,:)];
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Edot_normCenter10 = Edot_normCenter10(Edot_normCenter10~=0);

Edot_normCenteravg = [mean(Edot_normCenter20);mean(Edot_normCenter15);mean(Edot_normCent

Edot_normCenterstd = tinv(C,length(Edot_normCenter20)-1)*[std(Edot_normCenter20);std(Edo

J10avg = mean(J10,2)./(.5*dia*(Results.Umax(linewanted))^2);
J20avg = mean(J20,2)./(.5*dia*(Results.Umax(linewanted))^2);
J1avg = mean(J1,2)./(.5*dia*(Results.Umax(linewanted))^2);

J10std = tinv(C,length(J10)-1)*std(J10,0,2)./(sqrt(length(J10))*.5*dia*(Results.Umax(lin

J20std = tinv(C,length(J20)-1)*std(J20,0,2)./(sqrt(length(J20))*.5*dia*(Results.Umax(lin

J1std = tinv(C,length(J1)-1)*std(J1,0,2)./(sqrt(length(J1))*.5*dia*(Results.Umax(linewan

LoK = fopen(’!FullLoDK.txt’,’w’);
fprintf(LoK,’LoD

K

sLoD

sK\r\n’);

LoRe = fopen(’!FullLoDReD.txt’,’w’);
fprintf(LoRe,’LoD

Re

sLoD

sRe\r\n’);

LoEdot = fopen(’!FullLoDEdot.txt’,’w’);
fprintf(LoEdot,’LoD

Edot

sLoD

sEdot\r\n’);

ReEdot = fopen(’!FullReDEdot.txt’,’w’);
fprintf(ReEdot,’Re

Edot

sRe

sEdot\r\n’);

LoJ10 = fopen(’!FullLoDJ10J.txt’,’w’);
fprintf(LoJ10,’LoD

J

sLoD

sJ\r\n’);

LoJ20 = fopen(’!FullLoDJ20J.txt’,’w’);
fprintf(LoJ20,’LoD

J

sLoD

sJ\r\n’);

LoJ1 = fopen(’!FullLoDJ1J.txt’,’w’);
fprintf(LoJ1,’LoD

J

sLoD

sJ\r\n’);

LoEdotCenter = fopen(’!FullLoDEdotCenter.txt’,’w’);
fprintf(LoEdotCenter,’LoD

Edot

sLoD

rDEdot = fopen(’!FullrDEdot.txt’,’w’);

sEdot\r\n’);
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fprintf(rDEdot,’LoD

Edot

sLoD

sEdot\r\n’);

for i = 1:3
fprintf(LoK,’%f %f %f %f\r\n’,Lo_Davg(i),Kavg(i),Lo_Dstd(i),Kstd(i));
fprintf(LoRe,’%f %f %f %f\r\n’,Lo_Davg(i),Re_Davg(i),Lo_Dstd(i),Re_Dstd(i));

fprintf(LoEdot,’%f %f %f %f\r\n’,Lo_Davg(i),Edot_normavg(i),Lo_Dstd(i),Edot_normstd(

fprintf(ReEdot,’%f %f %f %f\r\n’,Re_Davg(i),Edot_normavg(i),Re_Dstd(i),Edot_normstd(
fprintf(LoJ10,’%f %f %f %f\r\n’,Lo_Davg(i),J10avg(i),Lo_Dstd(i),J10std(i));
fprintf(LoJ20,’%f %f %f %f\r\n’,Lo_Davg(i),J20avg(i),Lo_Dstd(i),J20std(i));
fprintf(LoJ1,’%f %f %f %f\r\n’,Lo_Davg(i),J1avg(i),Lo_Dstd(i),J1std(i));

fprintf(LoEdotCenter,’%f %f %f %f\r\n’,Lo_DCenteravg(i),Edot_normCenteravg(i),Lo_DCe
fprintf(rDEdot,’%f %f %f %f\r\n’,Lo_Davg(i),Edotavg(i),Lo_Dstd(i),Edotstd(i));
end
fclose(LoK);
fclose(LoRe);
fclose(LoEdot);
fclose(ReEdot);
fclose(LoJ10);
fclose(LoJ20);
fclose(LoJ1);
fclose(LoEdotCenter);
fclose(rDEdot);

toc
Read in velocity vector data from DaVis 7.2 and compute all parameters, plot figures,
and write text files:
% David Nani
% Analyzing data files from DaVis
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% close all
% clear all
% % Set Variables that may change with each data set.
% f = [4.8 8.6 12.4 19.3 34.4 77.4 309.4];
% dt = [4 4 4 4 4 6 14]*10^-6;

% frequency of jet, Hz

% Time between shots, s.

% Vname = {’Velocity_4_8hz_’ ’Velocity_8_6hz_’ ’Velocity_12_4hz_’ ’Velocity_19_3hz_’ ...
%

’Velocity_34_4hz_’ ’Velocity_77_4hz_’ ’Velocity_309_4hz_’};

function [Results] = AnalyzeVelocity(repeat,turn,Vname,f,Helm,beta,COL,ROW,a,b,numfiles,
path = [repeat,’\’,turn,’\’,num2str(f),’\’];
T = 1/f;
tend = T*1000;

% Period of flow, sec
incrV = tend/(numfiles-1); incrP = tend/99;

RefTimeV = (0:incrV:tend)/(T*1000);
RefTimeP = (0:incrP:tend)/(T*1000);
rho = 1.02;

% Density of air, kg/m^3.

nu = 1.847*10^(-5);

% kinematic viscosity of air, m^2/s.

c = 343.3;

% Speed of Sound in air at room temp, m/s

VX = zeros(ROW,COL,numfiles); VY = zeros(ROW,COL,numfiles); X = zeros(ROW,COL,numfiles);

for n = 1:numfiles
% Read in pressure data.
% Read in velocity data.
clear x; clear y; clear vx; clear vy;
if((n)<10)
[x, y, vx, vy] = textread([path,’Velocity_’,Vname,’0’,num2str(n),’.dat’],’%f %f
elseif((n)>=10)

[x, y, vx, vy] = textread([path,’Velocity_’,Vname,num2str(n),’.dat’],’%f %f %f %
end
% Order velocity data into a matrix
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count = 0;
for i = 1:ROW
for j = 1:COL
count = count + 1;
VX(i,j,n) = vx(count);
VY(i,j,n) = vy(count);
X(i,j,n) = x(count);
Y(i,j,n) = y(count);
end
end
%

Pallocate(n,:) = P(1:100,n);

end
[s Pallocate] = textread([path,’P’,Vname,’hz.txt’],’’,’delimiter’,’,’,’headerlines’,3);
Pavg = Pallocate(1:100)’;

% Defining where the orifice is relavtive to the velocity matrix
left = round(a(1,1));

right = round(a(2,1));

middle = left + round((right-left)/2);
orifice = round(b(1,1));
D = (X(1,right,1) - X(1,left,1))/1000;

% Integrated diameter, m

dx = (X(1,2,1)-X(1,1,1))/1000;

% spacing between vectors, m

A = pi/4*(dia)^2;

% area m2

Lprime = 2*beta*.5*.0254;

% Effective width of orifice, m

VOL = .013051;

% Cavity volume, m^3

% columns = different phases in time
% rows = control volume averaged.
% cv. and so on.
for m = 0:numcv

row(1) = 1 row cv.

row(2) = 2 row
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for q = 1:numfiles

Q_topleft(m+1,q) = trapz((1/1000)*(X(orifice,middle,q)-X(orifice,middle:-1:left,

Q_topright(m+1,q) = trapz((1/1000)*(X(orifice,middle:right,q)-X(orifice,middle,q
U_centerline(m+1,q) = VY(orifice-m,middle,q);
% U on the left has a unit vector opposing the coordinate
% convention, so may be negative.

Hence -VX(...

VX(orifice-2:orifice,left,q) = VX(orifice-3,left,q);
VX(orifice-2:orifice,right,q) = VX(orifice-3,right,q);
VX(orifice,left,q) = 0;
VX(orifice,right,q) = 0;
Q_sideleft(m+1,q) = -trapz(VX(orifice-m:orifice,left,q))*dx*pi*D;
Q_sideright(m+1,q) = trapz(VX(orifice-m:orifice,right,q))*dx*pi*D;
end
end
Q_top = (Q_topleft + Q_topright)/2;
Q_side = (Q_sideleft + Q_sideright)/2;
Q_avg = Q_top + Q_side;
% find zero crossing and reorder
if(sign(Q_avg(numcv,1)) == 1)

% if positive

zcross = find(sign(Q_avg(numcv,:))==-1,1);
else %if negative
zcross = find(sign(Q_avg(numcv,:))==1,1);
end
Pzcross = find(RefTimeP>=RefTimeV(zcross),1);
Q_avg = (cat(2,Q_avg(:,zcross:size(Q_avg,2)),Q_avg(:,1:zcross-1)));
Q_top = (cat(2,Q_top(:,zcross:size(Q_top,2)),Q_top(:,1:zcross-1)));
Q_side = (cat(2,Q_side(:,zcross:size(Q_side,2)),Q_side(:,1:zcross-1)));

U_centerline = (cat(2,U_centerline(:,zcross:size(U_centerline,2)),U_centerline(:,1:zcros
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VY = cat(3,VY(:,:,zcross:numfiles),VY(:,:,1:zcross-1));
VX = cat(3,VX(:,:,zcross:numfiles),VX(:,:,1:zcross-1));
P = (horzcat(Pavg(Pzcross:length(Pavg)),Pavg(1:Pzcross-1)));

% Recalculate the zero crossing for the new ordered waveform.
if(sign(Q_avg(numcv,1)) == 1)

% if positive

zcross = find(sign(Q_avg(numcv,:))==-1,1);
else %if negative
zcross = find(sign(Q_avg(numcv,:))==1,1);
end

vel_avg = Q_avg/A;
DC(:,1) = mean(vel_avg,2);
DC_Center(:,1) = mean(U_centerline,2);
DC_Q_avg(:,1) = mean(Q_avg,2);
DC_Q_top(:,1) = mean(Q_top,2);
DC_Q_side(:,1) = mean(Q_side,2);
for i = 1:numfiles
vel_0(:,i) = vel_avg(:,i) - DC(:,1);
Q_0(:,i) = Q_avg(:,i) - DC_Q_avg(:,1);
end
for m = 0:numcv
for q = 1:numfiles
pU(m+1,q) = P(find(RefTimeP>=RefTimeV(q),1))*vel_avg(m+1,q);
pUcenter(m+1,q) = P(find(RefTimeP>=RefTimeV(q),1))*U_centerline(m+1,q);
end
end
if(poswave)
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% Integrate Lo over outflow
Lo = trapz(vel_avg(:,1:floor(numfiles/2)),2)*incrV/1000;
LoCenter = trapz(U_centerline(:,1:floor(numfiles/2)),2)*incrV/1000;
TOPsuction = trapz(Q_top(:,floor(numfiles/2):numfiles),2)*incrV/1000;
SIDEsuction = trapz(Q_side(:,floor(numfiles/2):numfiles),2)*incrV/1000;
else
Lo = trapz(vel_avg(:,floor(numfiles/2):numfiles),2)*incrV/1000;
LoCenter = trapz(U_centerline(:,floor(numfiles/2):numfiles),2)*incrV/1000;
TOPsuction = trapz(Q_top(:,1:floor(numfiles/2)),2)*incrV/1000;
SIDEsuction = trapz(Q_side(:,1:floor(numfiles/2)),2)*incrV/1000;
end

% Calculate using DFT’s the velocity and pressure amplitude magnitude.
for h = 1:4
for i = 1:size(vel_avg,2)
DFT_VA(:,i) = vel_avg(:,i).*cos(h*2*pi*i/size(vel_avg,2));
DFT_VB(:,i) = vel_avg(:,i).*sin(h*2*pi*i/size(vel_avg,2));
end
Av = (2/size(vel_avg,2))*sum(DFT_VA,2);
Bv = (2/size(vel_avg,2))*sum(DFT_VB,2);
DFT_Vtheta(:,h) = atan2(-Bv,Av);
DFT_VR(:,h) = sqrt(Av.^2 + Bv.^2);
end

for h = 1:4
for i = 1:size(U_centerline,2)
DFT_VCenterA(:,i) = U_centerline(:,i).*cos(h*2*pi*i/size(U_centerline,2));
DFT_VCenterB(:,i) = U_centerline(:,i).*sin(h*2*pi*i/size(U_centerline,2));
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end
AvCenter = (2/size(U_centerline,2))*sum(DFT_VCenterA,2);
BvCenter = (2/size(U_centerline,2))*sum(DFT_VCenterA,2);
DFT_VCentertheta(:,h) = atan2(-BvCenter,AvCenter);
DFT_VCenterR(:,h) = sqrt(AvCenter.^2 + BvCenter.^2);
end

for h = 1:4
for i = 1:length(P)
DFT_A(i) = P(i)*cos(h*2*pi*i/length(P));
DFT_B(i) = P(i)*sin(h*2*pi*i/length(P));
end
Ap = (2/length(P))*sum(DFT_A);
Bp = (2/length(P))*sum(DFT_B);
DFT_Ptheta(:,h) = atan2(-Bp,Ap);
DFT_R(:,h) = sqrt(Ap.^2 + Bp.^2);
end
% Calculate the loss coefficient for the system using Persoons’ Equation

K = sqrt(((DFT_R(1)^2*(2*VOL/(A*Lprime))./(rho.*c.*DFT_VR(:,1)).^2)-(f/Helm)^2).^2 - (f/

% Average the inflow and outflow integrations together.
Edot = A*f*incrV/(1000)*trapz(pU,2);
Edot_sin = A*DFT_VR(:,1).*DFT_R(1).*cos(DFT_Vtheta(:,1)-DFT_Ptheta(1))/2;

% Edot = A*f*incrV/(1000)*(trapz(pU(:,1:zcross-1),2) + trapz(pU(:,zcross:numfiles),2))/2

EdotCenter = A*f*incrV/1000*(trapz(pUcenter(:,1:zcross-1),2) + trapz(pUcenter(:,zcross:n

% Time Average Pressure
P_tavg = (1/T)*trapz(P)*incrP/1000;
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del = sqrt(nu/(pi*f));
Lo_D = Lo/dia;
Lo_Dcenter = LoCenter/dia;
umax = Lo_D*pi*f*dia;
umaxCenter = Lo_Dcenter*pi*f*dia;
Edot_dim = Edot./(rho.*A.*DFT_VR(:,1).^3);
Edot_dim_umax = Edot./(rho.*A.*umax.^3);
Edot_dimCenter = EdotCenter./(rho*A*DFT_VCenterR(:,1).^3);
Re_del = umax*del/nu;
Re_D = umax*D/nu;
Re_Damp = DFT_VR*D/nu;
Re_Dcenter = umaxCenter*dia/nu;

% Store the max outflow profile across exit by integration line from exit
maxoutpt = find(vel_avg(size(vel_avg,1),:)==max(vel_avg(size(vel_avg,1),:)));
maxinpt = find(vel_avg(size(vel_avg,1),:)==min(vel_avg(size(vel_avg,1),:)));
maxouttime = RefTimeV(maxoutpt);
maxintime = RefTimeV(maxinpt);
for k = 0:numcv
maxoutflow(k+1,:) = VY(orifice-k,left:right,maxoutpt);
maxinflow(k+1,:) = VY(orifice-k,left:right,maxinpt);
end

clear y
y(1,1:(right-left)+1) = 0;
y_middle = length(y)/2;
if(isequal(y_middle,round(y_middle)))
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y(1,y_middle) = 0;
%

for i = y_middle+1:length(y)

%

y(i) = dx + y(i-1);

%

end

%

for i = y_middle-1:-1:1

%

y(i) = y(i+1) - dx;

%

end

else
y(1,floor(y_middle)) = -dx;
y(1,ceil(y_middle)) = dx;
end

for i = ceil(y_middle)+1:length(y)
y(i) = dx+y(i-1);
end
for i = floor(y_middle)-1:-1:1
y(i) = y(i+1) - dx;
end
y_R = y/(dia/2);

Results.Name = num2str(f);
Results.Lo_D = Lo_D’;
Results.Lo_Dcenter = Lo_Dcenter’;
Results.Re_del = Re_del’;
Results.Re_D = Re_D’;
Results.Re_Damp = Re_Damp’;
Results.Re_Dcenter = Re_Dcenter’;
Results.Umax = umax’;

% m/s
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Results.UmaxCenter = umaxCenter’;
Results.U_centerline = U_centerline’;
Results.Edot = Edot’;

% m/s

% W

Results.Edot_dim = Edot_dim’;
Results.EdotCenter = EdotCenter’;
Results.Edot_dimCenter = Edot_dimCenter’;
Results.Edot_sin = Edot_sin’;
Results.TOPsuction = TOPsuction’;
Results.SIDEsuction = SIDEsuction’;
Results.DC = DC’;

% m/s

Results.DC_Center = DC_Center’;
Results.Q_top = Q_top’;
Results.Q_side = Q_side’;
Results.Velocity = vel_avg’;
Results.Pressure = P’;
Results.Vtime = RefTimeV’;
Results.Ptime = RefTimeP’;
Results.MaxOutflow = maxoutflow’;
Results.MaxInflow = maxinflow’;
Results.y_R = y_R’;
Results.Crossing = RefTimeV(zcross); %t/T
Results.PeakOutTime = maxouttime;
Results.PeakInTime = maxintime;
Results.Diameter = D;

% m

Results.dx = dx;

% m

Results.P_tavg = P_tavg;
Results.Pamp = DFT_R;
Results.Vamp = DFT_VR;

% W
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Results.theta = (DFT_Ptheta(1)-DFT_Vtheta(:,1))’;
Results.K = K;

Results
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
linewanted = 10;
fid = fopen([repeat,Vname,’ResultsIntegrated.txt’],’w’);
center = fopen([repeat,Vname,’ResultsCenter.txt’],’w’);
fprintf(fid,’Integrated Diameter = %.4f meters\r\n\r\n’,Results.Diameter(1));
fprintf(fid,’Line

Lo_D

fprintf(center,’Line

Re_Damp

Lo_D

Re_D

Re_D

Edot_norm

Edot_norm

Edot

Edot

Uamp

Umax

Umax

Pamp

DC\r\n’);

for i = 1:numcv

fprintf(fid,’%d %9.4f %6.0f %6.0f %9.4f %9.4f %9.4f %9.4f %9.1f %9.1f %9.4f\r\n’,i,R

fprintf(center,’%d %9.4f %6.0f %9.4f %9.4f %9.4f %9.4f\r\n’,i,Results.Lo_Dcenter(i),
end
fclose(fid);
fclose(center);

Qtop = fopen([repeat,Vname,’QTop.txt’],’w’);
Qside = fopen([repeat,Vname,’QSide.txt’],’w’);
VsInt = fopen([repeat,Vname,’VsInt.txt’],’w’);
VsCenter = fopen([repeat,Vname,’VsCenter.txt’],’w’);
fprintf(Qtop,’ t/T
fprintf(Qside,’ t/T

1

2
1

3
2

4
3

5
4

6
5

7
6

8
7

9
8

10\r\n’);
9

10\r\n’);

for i = 1:length(Results.Vtime)
fprintf(Qtop,’%12.8f’,Results.Vtime(i),Results.Q_top(i,:));
fprintf(Qtop,’\r\n’);
fprintf(Qside,’%12.8f’,Results.Vtime(i),Results.Q_side(i,:));
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fprintf(Qside,’\r\n’);
fprintf(VsInt,’%f %f \r\n’,Results.Vtime(i),Results.Velocity(i,linewanted));
fprintf(VsCenter,’%f %f \r\n’,Results.Vtime(i),Results.U_centerline(i,linewanted));
end
fclose(Qtop);
fclose(Qside);
fclose(VsInt);
fclose(VsCenter);

PvTime = fopen([repeat,Vname,’PvTime.txt’],’w’);
for i = 1:length(Results.Pressure)
fprintf(PvTime,’%f %f\r\n’,Results.Ptime(i),Results.Pressure(i));
end
fclose(PvTime);

inflow = fopen([repeat,Vname,’ProfilesInflowMax.txt’],’w’);
outflow = fopen([repeat,Vname,’ProfilesOutflowMax.txt’],’w’);
fprintf(inflow,’ y/R %d \r\n’,linewanted);
fprintf(outflow,’ y/R %d \r\n’,linewanted);
for i = 1:length(Results.y_R)
fprintf(inflow,’%12.6f’,Results.y_R(i),Results.MaxInflow(i,linewanted));
fprintf(inflow,’\r\n’);
fprintf(outflow,’%12.6f’,Results.y_R(i),Results.MaxOutflow(i,linewanted));
fprintf(outflow,’\r\n’);
end
fclose(inflow);
fclose(outflow);
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VProfiles1 =fopen([repeat,Vname,’VelocityProfiles1.txt’],’w’);
VProfiles2 =fopen([repeat,Vname,’VelocityProfiles2.txt’],’w’);
VProfiles3 =fopen([repeat,Vname,’VelocityProfiles3.txt’],’w’);
VProfiles4 =fopen([repeat,Vname,’VelocityProfiles4.txt’],’w’);
VProfiles5 =fopen([repeat,Vname,’VelocityProfiles5.txt’],’w’);
VProfiles6 =fopen([repeat,Vname,’VelocityProfiles6.txt’],’w’);
VProfiles7 =fopen([repeat,Vname,’VelocityProfiles7.txt’],’w’);
VProfiles8 =fopen([repeat,Vname,’VelocityProfiles8.txt’],’w’);
VProfiles9 =fopen([repeat,Vname,’VelocityProfiles9.txt’],’w’);
VProfiles10 =fopen([repeat,Vname,’VelocityProfiles10.txt’],’w’);
VProfiles11 =fopen([repeat,Vname,’VelocityProfiles11.txt’],’w’);
VProfiles12 =fopen([repeat,Vname,’VelocityProfiles12.txt’],’w’);
VProfiles13 =fopen([repeat,Vname,’VelocityProfiles13.txt’],’w’);
VProfiles14 =fopen([repeat,Vname,’VelocityProfiles14.txt’],’w’);
VProfiles15 =fopen([repeat,Vname,’VelocityProfiles15.txt’],’w’);
VProfiles16 =fopen([repeat,Vname,’VelocityProfiles16.txt’],’w’);
VProfiles17 =fopen([repeat,Vname,’VelocityProfiles17.txt’],’w’);
VProfiles18 =fopen([repeat,Vname,’VelocityProfiles18.txt’],’w’);

for i = 1:length(Results.y_R)
fprintf(VProfiles1,’%12.6f’,Results.y_R(i),VY(orifice-linewanted,left-1+i,1));
fprintf(VProfiles1,’\r\n’);
fprintf(VProfiles2,’%12.6f’,Results.y_R(i),VY(orifice-linewanted,left-1+i,2));
fprintf(VProfiles2,’\r\n’);
fprintf(VProfiles3,’%12.6f’,Results.y_R(i),VY(orifice-linewanted,left-1+i,3));
fprintf(VProfiles3,’\r\n’);
fprintf(VProfiles4,’%12.6f’,Results.y_R(i),VY(orifice-linewanted,left-1+i,4));
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fprintf(VProfiles4,’\r\n’);
fprintf(VProfiles5,’%12.6f’,Results.y_R(i),VY(orifice-linewanted,left-1+i,5));
fprintf(VProfiles5,’\r\n’);
fprintf(VProfiles6,’%12.6f’,Results.y_R(i),VY(orifice-linewanted,left-1+i,6));
fprintf(VProfiles6,’\r\n’);
fprintf(VProfiles7,’%12.6f’,Results.y_R(i),VY(orifice-linewanted,left-1+i,7));
fprintf(VProfiles7,’\r\n’);
fprintf(VProfiles8,’%12.6f’,Results.y_R(i),VY(orifice-linewanted,left-1+i,8));
fprintf(VProfiles8,’\r\n’);
fprintf(VProfiles9,’%12.6f’,Results.y_R(i),VY(orifice-linewanted,left-1+i,9));
fprintf(VProfiles9,’\r\n’);
fprintf(VProfiles10,’%12.6f’,Results.y_R(i),VY(orifice-linewanted,left-1+i,10));
fprintf(VProfiles10,’\r\n’);
fprintf(VProfiles11,’%12.6f’,Results.y_R(i),VY(orifice-linewanted,left-1+i,11));
fprintf(VProfiles11,’\r\n’);
fprintf(VProfiles12,’%12.6f’,Results.y_R(i),VY(orifice-linewanted,left-1+i,12));
fprintf(VProfiles12,’\r\n’);
fprintf(VProfiles13,’%12.6f’,Results.y_R(i),VY(orifice-linewanted,left-1+i,13));
fprintf(VProfiles13,’\r\n’);
fprintf(VProfiles14,’%12.6f’,Results.y_R(i),VY(orifice-linewanted,left-1+i,14));
fprintf(VProfiles14,’\r\n’);
fprintf(VProfiles15,’%12.6f’,Results.y_R(i),VY(orifice-linewanted,left-1+i,15));
fprintf(VProfiles15,’\r\n’);
fprintf(VProfiles16,’%12.6f’,Results.y_R(i),VY(orifice-linewanted,left-1+i,16));
fprintf(VProfiles16,’\r\n’);
fprintf(VProfiles17,’%12.6f’,Results.y_R(i),VY(orifice-linewanted,left-1+i,17));
fprintf(VProfiles17,’\r\n’);
fprintf(VProfiles18,’%12.6f’,Results.y_R(i),VY(orifice-linewanted,left-1+i,18));
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fprintf(VProfiles18,’\r\n’);
end
fclose(VProfiles1);
fclose(VProfiles2);
fclose(VProfiles3);
fclose(VProfiles4);
fclose(VProfiles5);
fclose(VProfiles6);
fclose(VProfiles7);
fclose(VProfiles8);
fclose(VProfiles9);
fclose(VProfiles10);
fclose(VProfiles11);
fclose(VProfiles12);
fclose(VProfiles13);
fclose(VProfiles14);
fclose(VProfiles15);
fclose(VProfiles16);
fclose(VProfiles17);
fclose(VProfiles18);

save([repeat,Vname,’Workspace’])
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if(see==1)
Results.ContMov = jetmovie(VY,a,b,numcv);

cstring = {’r’,’g’,’b’,’c’,’m’,’y’,’k’};
style = {’:’,’-’,’--’,’-.’};
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figure
for i = -5:5

plot(VX(orifice-5:orifice,right+i,14),(Y(orifice-5:orifice,right,1)-Y(orifice,ri
hold on
name{i+6}=num2str(i);
end
legend(name,’location’,’bestoutside’)
xlabel(’Velocity, m/s’)
ylabel(’Distance from Orifice, mm’)
title(’Max Outflow Profile Right Side, Orifice Corner set at Line=0’)
figure
for i = -5:5

plot(VX(orifice-5:orifice,left+i,14),(Y(orifice-5:orifice,left,1)-Y(orifice,righ
hold on
name{i+6}=num2str(i);
end
legend(name,’location’,’bestoutside’)
xlabel(’Velocity, m/s’)
ylabel(’Distance from Orifice, mm’)
title(’Max Outflow Profile Left Side, Orifice Corner set at Line=0’)
end

if(see>1)
for k = 0:numcv
figure

title(sprintf(’Velocity Profiles vs Location Over the Orifice,\n By Each Phase i
ylabel(’Velocity (m/s)’)
xlabel(’y/R’)
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xlim([y_R(1) y_R(length(y_R))])
cstring = {’r’,’g’,’b’,’c’,’m’,’y’,’k’};
style = {’:’,’-’,’--’,’-.’};
for i = 1:numfiles
hold on

plot(y_R,VY(orifice-k,left:right,i),[cstring{mod(i,7)+1},style{mod(i,4)+1}])
name{i} = [num2str(RefTimeV(i)),’= t/T’];
end
legend(name,’location’,’bestoutside’)
saveas(gcf,[path,’Profiles_Line’,num2str(k)],’jpg’)

figure
hold on

title(sprintf(’Integrated Velocities and Time-Averaged Pressure %.4f mm from exi
xlabel(’Normalized Time, t/T’)
[ax H1 H2] = plotyy(RefTimeV,vel_0(k+1,:),RefTimeP,P);
hold on
set(get(ax(1),’Ylabel’),’String’,’Velocity (m/s)’);
set(get(ax(2),’Ylabel’),’String’,’Pressure (Pa)’);
set(H1,’Linestyle’,’:’);
set(H2,’Linestyle’,’-’);
legend(’Zeroed Velocity’,’Pressure’,’location’,’best’)
saveas(gcf,[path,’VandP_Line’,num2str(k)],’jpg’)

figure
hold on

title(sprintf(’Integrated Flow Rates Around Control Volume %.4f mm from exit.’,k
xlabel(’Normalized Time, t/T’)
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ylabel(’Volume Flow Rate, Q (m^3/s)’)
plot(RefTimeV,Q_top(k+1,:),’-b’,RefTimeV,Q_side(k+1,:),’-.k’)
legend(’Top’,’Side’,’location’,’southeast’)
%

zeroQtop(1:length(RefTimeV)) = DC_Q_top(k+1);

%

zeroQside(1:length(RefTimeV)) = DC_Q_side(k+1);

%

plot(RefTimeV,zeroQtop’,’or’)

%

plot(RefTimeV,zeroQside’,’sg’)

%

text(.05,.004,{[’Qtop Peak: ’,num2str(max(Q_top(k+1,:)))];[’DC Qtop: ’,num2str

%

legend(’Top’,’Side’,’DC Top’,’DC Side’,’location’,’southeast’)
saveas(gcf,[path,’Qs_Line’,num2str(k)],’jpg’)

figure
hold on

title(sprintf(’Integrated Velocity Compared with Centerline Velocity %.4f mm fro
xlabel(’Normalized Time, t/T’)
ylabel(’Velocity (m/s)’)
plot(RefTimeV,vel_0(k+1,:),’-b’,RefTimeV,U_centerline(k+1,:),’-r’)
legend(’Integrated Velocity’,’Centerline Velocity’,’location’,’best’)
saveas(gcf,[path,’U_centerline_Line’,num2str(k)],’jpg’)

close all
end

figure
hold on

title(sprintf(’Average of the velocity waveform by integration location from exit.’)
ylabel(’DC Velocity (m/s)’)
xlabel(’Integration Location, x’)
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plot((Y(orifice:-1:orifice-numcv,1,1)-Y(orifice,1,1)),DC,’ro’)%-Y(orifice,1,1)
saveas(gcf,[path,’DCvLoc’],’jpg’)

figure
hold on
title(sprintf(’Integration of Flow Rate Inflow by Distance From Exit’))
ylabel(’m^3’)
xlabel(’Distance From Exit, x (m)’)

plot((0:numcv)*dx,abs(Results.TOPsuction),’-b’,(0:numcv)*dx,abs(Results.SIDEsuction)
legend(’Top Surface’,’Side Surface’,’Location’,’Best’)
saveas(gcf,[path,’IntSuctionvX’],’jpg’)
end
Read in velocity vector data from DaVis 7.2 for far-field measurements and calculate
momentum flux:
function [J1 J10 J20] = FarFieldProfiles(destination,radius,freq,see)

Vfileloc = [destination,’Velocity’,radius,num2str(freq),’.dat’];
RMSfileloc = [destination,’RMS’,radius,num2str(freq),’.dat’];

COL=130;
ROW=172;
left = 1;
right = 130;
orifice = 164;
middle = 64;%floor((right-left)/2);
x1 = 157;
x10 = 99;
x20 = 30;
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[x, y, vx, vy] = textread(Vfileloc,’%f %f %f %f’,’headerlines’,3);
count = 0;
for i = 1:ROW
for j = 1:COL
count = count + 1;
VX(i,j) = vx(count);
VY(i,j) = vy(count);
X(i,j) = x(count);
Y(i,j) = y(count);
end
end
if(see)
figure(1)
contour(VY)
set(gca,’YDir’,’reverse’);
hold on
plot(1:COL,x10*ones(COL,1),’--k’,1:COL,x20*ones(COL,1),’b--’)
plot(1:COL,orifice*ones(COL,1),’k-’,middle*ones(1,ROW),1:ROW,’g-’)
end
[x, y, vx, vy] = textread(RMSfileloc,’%f %f %f %f’,’headerlines’,3);
count = 0;
for i = 1:ROW
for j = 1:COL
count = count + 1;
RMSX(i,j) = vx(count);
RMSY(i,j) = vy(count);
X(i,j) = x(count);
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Y(i,j) = y(count);
end
end
if(see)
figure(2)
contour(RMSY)
set(gca,’YDir’,’reverse’);
hold on
plot(1:COL,x10*ones(COL,1),’--k’,1:COL,x20*ones(COL,1),’b--’)
plot(1:COL,orifice*ones(COL,1),’k-’,middle*ones(1,ROW),1:ROW,’g-’)
end
%%
xD10 = (Y(x10,1)-Y(orifice,1))/12.7;
xD20 = (Y(x20,1)-Y(orifice,1))/12.7;
xD1 = (Y(x1,1)-Y(orifice,1))/12.7;

dr = (X(1,2)-X(1,1))/1000;

% spacing between vectors, m

linex = X(1,1:COL)’-X(1,middle);
linev(:,1) = VY(x20,1:COL)’;
linerms(:,1) = RMSY(x20,1:COL)’;
linev(:,2) = VY(x10,1:COL)’;
linerms(:,2) = RMSY(x10,1:COL)’;

% Integrate left side from center
linexl = (-X(1,middle:-1:left)’)/1000;%-X(1,round(middle)))/1000; %meters
linevl(:,1) = VY(x20,middle:-1:left)’;
linermsl(:,1) = RMSY(x20,middle:-1:left)’;
linevl(:,2) = VY(x10,middle:-1:left)’;
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linermsl(:,2) = RMSY(x10,middle:-1:left)’;
linevl(:,3) = VY(x1,middle:-1:left)’;
linermsl(:,3) = RMSY(x1,middle:-1:left)’;
int_linevl(:,1) = trapz(linexl.*(linevl(:,1).^2))*2*pi*dr;
int_linevl(:,2) = trapz(linexl.*(linevl(:,2).^2))*2*pi*dr;
int_linevl(:,3) = trapz(linexl.*(linevl(:,3).^2))*2*pi*dr;
% int_linevl = trapz((2*pi*linexl.*linevl.^2),1)*dr;

% Integrate right side from center
linexr = (-X(1,middle:right)’)/1000;%-X(1,round(middle)))/1000; %meters
linevr(:,1) = VY(x20,middle:right)’;
linermsr(:,1) = RMSY(x20,middle:right)’;
linevr(:,2) = VY(x10,middle:right)’;
linermsr(:,2) = RMSY(x10,middle:right)’;
linevr(:,3) = VY(x1,middle:right)’;
linermsr(:,3) = RMSY(x1,middle:right)’;
int_linevr(:,1) = trapz(linexr.*(linevr(:,1).^2))*2*pi*dr;
int_linevr(:,2) = trapz(linexr.*(linevr(:,2).^2))*2*pi*dr;
int_linevr(:,3) = trapz(linexr.*(linevr(:,3).^2))*2*pi*dr;
% int_linevr = trapz((2*pi*linexr.*linevr.^2),1)*dr;
J20 = (int_linevl(1)+int_linevr(1))/2;
J10 = (int_linevl(2)+int_linevr(2))/2;
J1 = (int_linevl(3)+int_linevr(3))/2;
if(see)
fprintf(’Integrate from %.2f < r < 0.0: x/D=10: %f,

x/D=20: %f\n’,X(1,left)-X(1,mi

fprintf(’Integrate from 0.0 < r < %.2f: x/D=10: %f,

x/D=20: %f\n’,X(1,right)-X(1,m

fprintf(’Average Integration from %.2f < r < %.2f: \n\tx/D=10: %f,
end

x/D=20: %f\n’,X
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if(see)
figure
[ax H1 H2] = plotyy(linex,linev,linex,linerms);
hold on
set(get(ax(1),’Ylabel’),’String’,’Velocity (m/s)’);
set(get(ax(2),’Ylabel’),’String’,’RMS (m/s)’);
ylim(ax(1),[0 12]);
set(ax(1),’Ylim’,[0 12],’YTick’,0:2:12);
set(ax(2),’Ylim’,[0 12],’YTick’,0:2:12);
set(H1,’Linestyle’,’-’);
set(H2,’Linestyle’,’:’);
xlabel(’r (mm), Jet Center at r = 0’)
title([’Far Field Profiles, ’,radius,’ ’,num2str(freq),’Hz’])

legend(’Downstream Velocity’,’Upstream Velocity’,’ Downstream RMS’,’Upstream RMS’,’l
plot(ax(1),[0 0],[0 12],’k-’)
saveas(gcf,[destination,’FarFieldProfile’,radius,num2str(freq)],’jpg’)
end
%save([destination,’Workspace’,radius,num2str(freq(n))])
end
For visualization, a function to read velocity data and generate contour images and
animate them into a movie:
function Mv = jetmovie(M,a,b,lines)
if(ndims(M)>2)
[x y z] = size(M);
else
[x y] = size(M);
z = 1;
end
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left = round(a(1,1));

right = round(a(2,1));

orifice = round(b(1,1));
for i = 1:z
figure
contour(M(:,:,i))
hold on
plot(left:right,orifice,’*k’)
plot(left:right,orifice-lines,’*k’)
plot(left,orifice-lines:orifice,’*k’)
plot(right,orifice-lines:orifice,’*k’)
set(gca,’YDir’,’reverse’);
Mv(i) = getframe;
close all
end
movie(Mv)
end
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Appendix B
Parameters Using Centerline Velocity
Comparing the centerline velocity component to the result of spatially integrating over
the orifice exit is investigated in more detail here. The benefits of simplicity are manifested
in writing code to integrate veolcity vectors measured across the exit. If PIV is used, this
amounts to the difference of a couple lines of code because the vectors are available and
to calculate displacement amplitude or acoustic power integration over time is necessary
anyway. If other velocity measurement techniques are employed (laser doppler velocimetry,
hot wire probe), this has a potential of simplifying the acquisition process as well.
Unfortunately, the level of error can be seen in comparing displacement amplitude and
acoustic power, in Figs. B.1 and 3.4, and Figs. B.2 and 3.6. The trends observed change,
most prominently for orifices r/D = 0 and r/D = 1.0. Where measuring velocity across a
spatial exit is more difficult and time consuming, the centerline result of these quantities
may be able to ‘ballpark’ the parameter space the experiment is working in, but should not
be used as a final estimation.
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Fig. B.1: Normalized acoustic power versus dimensionless displacement amplitude for each
orifice investigated. Each of the parameters used only the centerline velocity component in
their calculations.
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Fig. B.2: Acoustic power dissipated normalized by the amplitude of the centerline velocity
cubed.

